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IRON MAN’S ARC REACTOR, 
REPULSORS AND EYES 
LIGHT UP

55THTH GIFT GIFT
• IRON MAN  • IRON MAN  
BACKPACKBACKPACK
Complete your Iron Man kit with this Complete your Iron Man kit with this 
exclusive backpack designed for collectors.exclusive backpack designed for collectors.

44THTH GIFT GIFT
• IRON MAN POWER PACK• IRON MAN POWER PACK
This 2600 MAH lithium battery can recharge This 2600 MAH lithium battery can recharge 
your phone wherever you are. Customized  your phone wherever you are. Customized  
with an Arc Reactor design and the Iron Man with an Arc Reactor design and the Iron Man 
logo, it’s technology worthy of Tony Stark.logo, it’s technology worthy of Tony Stark.

66THTH GIFT GIFT
• LIGHT-UP BASE• LIGHT-UP BASE
Display your Iron Man Mark III on this exclusive Display your Iron Man Mark III on this exclusive 
base, inspired by designs from the movies, with base, inspired by designs from the movies, with 
stunning lighting effects. It will be delivered to you stunning lighting effects. It will be delivered to you 
throughout the collection, supplied in 15 parts.throughout the collection, supplied in 15 parts.

Diameter: 20 inches approx.Diameter: 20 inches approx.

Support stand included.Support stand included.

33RDRD GIFT GIFT
• ARC REACTOR T-SHIRT• ARC REACTOR T-SHIRT
The Arc Reactor, the power at the heart of Iron Man’s armor,  The Arc Reactor, the power at the heart of Iron Man’s armor,  
is recreated on this fantastic T-shirt that glows in the dark!is recreated on this fantastic T-shirt that glows in the dark!

SIZE: SIZE: available in large size only available in large size only  MATERIAL:  MATERIAL: 100% cotton.100% cotton.
 Items may differ from the illustrations shown. If gifts become unavailable they will be replaced by others of equal or greater value. 

11STST GIFT GIFT
• 3 IRON MAN POSTERS• 3 IRON MAN POSTERS
Three stunning large-sized posters Three stunning large-sized posters 
showing Hulkbuster Iron Man,  showing Hulkbuster Iron Man,  
Iron Man above the Avengers HQ  Iron Man above the Avengers HQ  
and Iron Man with the Avengers. and Iron Man with the Avengers. 

Dimensions: 16 x 10 inches Dimensions: 16 x 10 inches 
presented in a custom folder.presented in a custom folder.

Discover everything there is to know about one of the most famous 
characters in the Marvel Universe. With no superpowers of his own, 
Tony Stark used his creative genius to build his spectacular armor,  
and earned his place among the defenders of the planet.

THE SECRET STORY OF AN INCREDIBLE HERO
THE ADVENTURES. Explore Iron Man’s incredible superhero career through 
his greatest adventures, from his origins in the 1960s to the present day.

THE COMICS. Discover the secrets of  
the Marvel Universe, through the 
story of one of its greatest heroes.

THE ARMORS.  
Every Iron Man armor, 
from the original to the 
most specialized models.

A SUPERB REPLICA  
OF IRON MAN’S  
MARK III ARMOR

BUILD TONY STARK’S LEGENDARY MARK III ARMOR

TONY STARK used his genius as an inventor to create the armor 
of a modern-day knight. The MARK III ARMOR is the culmination 
of his incredible skills and the unmistakable symbol of the most 

iconic and charismatic hero of the MARVEL UNIVERSE.

IRON MAN IRON MAN 
COMIC HISTORYCOMIC HISTORY

iconic  iconic  
armor of armor of 
iron maniron man

Discover the history of Iron Man
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MOVIE MOVIE 
SPECIAL SPECIAL 

ISSUEISSUE

build build 
the mark IIIthe mark III

armorarmor
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IRON MAN’s IRON MAN’s 
FIRST FIRST 
ADVENTURESADVENTURES

THE SUPERHUMAN THE SUPERHUMAN 
REGISTRATION ACTREGISTRATION ACT

BUILD THE BUILD THE 
MARK III MARK III 

ARMORARMOR

DISCOVER THE HISTORY OF IRON MAN

22 Stane was a ruthless man, whose own 
personal traumas – his father died 
in front of him after an insane game 
of Russian roulette – had warped his 
perspective. Life for him was really 
no more than a game of chance, 
and when Tony Stark asked why 
he had become Stane’s target, 
he could only declare “I sought 
around for a worthy opponent, 
and in you I found one. No game is 
worth playing without formidable 
opposition.” When the game 
was ended, Iron Man had the last 
words: “Somebody lost”.

In his next attack, Stane sent a parcel bomb that blew 
up the headquarters of Circuits Maximus. Rhodes was 
injured and put out of action, while shy genius Morley 
Erwin was killed by the explosion. Clytemnestra 
blamed Stark, but Tony did not respond as expected: 
instead of breaking down, his anger made him more 
determined. 

He recovered his new Silver Centurion armor, kept at 
the West Coast Avengers base, and flew to New York 

to confront Stane. Iron Man was back! This new silver 
and red armor, with stealth mode, disruptor 

fields, thermal shields and pulse bolts, more 
than matched Stane’s initial opposition. 
However, Stane had one last terrible card up his 

sleeve to play. From some abandoned scribbled 

IN THE COMICS

notebooks of Tony’s, Stane had reverse-engineered 
a prototype armor and named it the Iron Monger. 
Obsessed with winning and with finally getting rid 
of his rival, Obadiah himself donned the suit to face 
Iron Man. The rivals were well matched: where Iron 
Monger’s repulsors were stronger, Iron Man was faster.
 
But the minds within the armor were not evenly 
matched in the duel. As Tony got the upper hand, 
Obadiah did not hesitate to use his hostages as 
human shields. Stark finally worked out the truth. 
Stane’s perfect control of the armor on his first try, 
and the odd signal he kept detecting, betrayed the 
fact that the suit was being computer-controlled 
remotely from a nearby building. On destroying the 
link, Stane was rendered helpless, and coldly chose 
the easy way out rather than surrender. 

Duel of the titansDuel of the titans

“HE IS NOT DESTROYED.  “HE IS NOT DESTROYED.  
HE IS NOT VANQUISHED.  HE IS NOT VANQUISHED.  

HE IS NOT GROVELING IN HE IS NOT GROVELING IN 
THE GUTTER. HE IS HERE. THE GUTTER. HE IS HERE. 

HE IS DEMANDING A HE IS DEMANDING A 
CONFRONTATION!”CONFRONTATION!”

OBADIAH STANE,OBADIAH STANE,
IRON MANIRON MAN VOL. 1 #200 VOL. 1 #200

11
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THE SUPERHUMAN 
REGISTRATION ACT
HEROES IN CONFLICT

Even though in modern times many Super Heroes gave up their secret 
identities, others kept them, no matter what the cost. The clandestine 
nature of vigilante activities was considered by many to be outside the law, 
and the government was encouraged to take action... 

IIn a world politically divided 
and constantly threatened by 
global or cosmic crises, public 

opinion is ruled by a complex double 
standard. On the one hand, people 
thank Super Heroes for their 
efforts to control these threats 
— or the more mundane activity 
of various Super Villains — and 
on the other, they condemn 
their negative effects on 
society. It is easy to consider 
any person with superpowers 
as ‘armed and dangerous’ and from this kind of reasoning the 
MRA (Mutant Registration Act) was first created. As a natural 
extension, the Superhuman Registration Act came into being.

SRA: FIRST ATTEMPT
There have been quite a few Super Hero battles with disastrous 
consequences, such as the explosion of an antimatter bomb in 
New York, in a battle against the Latveria proxies (as related in 
Secret War #1-5), the attack by Hulk on Las Vegas when he was 
affected by a Hydra gamma bomb (Fantastic Four #533), or the 
accidents caused by mutants with out-of-control powers. The 
first attempt at control was the Commission on Superhuman 
Affairs directed by Valerie Cooper, who presented the problem 
as a new arms race. The idea was to recruit a government 
Super Hero force – Freedom Force first, X-Factor later. The 
Commission also attempted to bring different heroes to trial, 
notably Anthony Stark, Maria Hill and Timothy Dugan, for 
terrorism (Iron Man Vol. 4 #28).

SRA: SECOND ATTEMPT
The Super Heroes’ case reached the Senate, where initial 
legislation called the ‘Super-Powers Registration Act’ had 
been proposed. The testimony of the Fantastic Four – 

whose identities are public – was requested, but the sudden 
attack of some Super Villains put an end to the 

question. The team was accused, however, of 
orchestrating those attacks to give a timely 

indication of the value of their work.

Tony Stark used that same tactic 
when the hearings started on the now 
renamed Superhuman Registration Act 
(Amazing Spider-Man #530-531). Stark 

already foresaw that the Act might be 
approved, and intended to control 

its development (New Avengers: 
Illuminati #19). His plan was to gain 

time. “We buy a year here, a year 
there, and sooner or later these 

things die of their own weight,” 
before something disastrous 

happened. This strategy 
might have worked, but the 
Pro-registration side would 
soon get a new argument.

9

 IRON MAN’S OPINION
Tony Stark saw himself as the only 
representative who could defend the Pro-
registration posture with guarantees. “Many 
of us feel that isn’t fair... many of us cite our 
countless acts of heroism, our uncompromising 
dedication to the principles of justice and moral 
virtue...  But the very people we’ve pledged to 
serve no longer trust us.” (Iron Man Vol. 4 #13)

9 SPIDER-MAN’S OPINION
Spider-Man changes his initial stance against 
Registration, as he claimed in Washington: 
“The problem is that after Registration always 
comes regulation... Guys like to get involved 
in things sometimes because nobody else 
will... Because it’s not in the rule book, or it’s 
politically inconvenient, or it’s too weird or.... 
simply because nobody else cares.” (From 
Amazing Spider-Man #531)
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STEP-BY-STEP ASSEMBLY

With just a screwdriver, 
following the detailed 
instructions in the 
assembly guide, you 
can easily build Iron 
Man’s armor,  
including all the  
electrical components 
necessary for the  
lighting effects.

This issue’s parts make up Iron Man’s helmet, complete with interior lighting and switch.  
The only tool needed is the screwdriver included with this issue. 

PARTS SUPPLIED WITH ISSUE 01

1 -   Fit the visor base (1D) into the main body of the helmet 
(1C) at the front, as shown. It has two tabs that will fit 
in place with gentle pressure. 
 
The battery case can be seen at the top of the helmet. 
It is important that the battery cover (1F) fits in place 
properly, so test-fit part 1F before continuing with the 
assembly.

2 -  The LED assembly (1G) comprises the battery case, two LEDs for the visor 
and part of the switch. Place the assembly (1G) with the hole in the battery 
case facing outwards and fix in place with an EM screw.

3 -  Fix the LED support (1E) inside the helmet with two EM 
screws as shown. The LEDs should point towards the 
visor base.

2 -  Place the LEDs (1G) in the holes of the LED support 
(1E) as shown above. They fit from behind with a 
little gentle pressure.

1 -  Position the support post (1H) inside 
the body of the helmet (1C) and fix in 
place with two  EM screws.

STAGE     LED ASSEMBLY1

STAGE          FITTING THE LEDs2

MARK III ARMOR
THE HELMET

ASSEMBLY TIPS
• Take care to prevent the screws from getting 

mixed up. Use the compartments you receive 
with this issue to keep them separate.

• Use the magnetized screwdriver to keep the 
screws in a vertical position, preventing them 
from getting twisted as you fix them in place.

A CR 1025 battery is 
included in this delivery 
so you can complete 
the head lighting.

Collector’s item intended for display.
This Iron Man model is not a toy. 

STEP BY STEP - 1

1A Mask1A Mask

1L Switch1L Switch 1M Helmet baseplate1M Helmet baseplate

 AP   AP  
2X4 mm2X4 mm

 BP   BP  
1.7X4 mm1.7X4 mm

   EM   EM  
1.7X4 mm1.7X4 mm

   EP   EP  
1.4X4 mm1.4X4 mm

1N Helmet support1N Helmet support 1O Mask part B1O Mask part B

ScrewdriverScrewdriver

1G LED assembly1G LED assembly

1C Helmet1C Helmet

1H Support post1H Support post 1I Helmet base1I Helmet base1F Battery cover1F Battery cover 1J  Left earpiece1J  Left earpiece

1K Right  1K Right  
earpieceearpiece

1D Visor base1D Visor base 1E LED support1E LED support1B Visor1B Visor

NOTE: The appearance of the pieces shown here  
may differ slightly from those delivered with the issue.

1H1H

1C1C

1G1G
EMEM

1G1G

1E1E

1D1D

1E1E

EMEM

EMEM

LEDLED

LEDLED

SwitchSwitch

Battery  Battery  
casecase
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5 -  Fix the part of the switch from the LED 
assembly onto the baseplate 1M with a 
BP screw, as shown. When the earpiece is 
turned, it connects the switch and turns 
on the LEDs. 

2 -  Put a battery sideways in the socket, noting the orientation -/+. 
To make insertion easier, use a pair of tweezers to move the 
spring aside. Fix the battery cover (1F) in place with an EP screw.

1 -  Bring together the two parts assembled in Stages 2 and 3. The support post (1H) fits into the hole in the base of 1M. 
Check that the parts are properly aligned, then fix them together with three EM screws, as shown. 

4 -  Fix the visor (1B) into the 
mask (1A) with an EM 
screw. Then fix mask part 
B (1O) with an EM screw. 
Push the mask onto the 
helmet; it is held in place 
with a magnet.

 STAGE         HELMET BASE AND SWITCH3

4 -   Insert assembled parts 1K and 1L into the slot in 1   I, as 
shown, with the post on 1L towards the baseplate 1M.

3 -  Fit the switch (part 1L) into the right earpiece (1K).  
IL fits into a groove in 1K and the post must be at the 
top of the switch. Fix it carefully with a  BP screw.

1 -   Place the helmet support (1N) onto the baseplate (1M) 
and fix it with three AP screws. The support will 
connect the helmet to the neck and should be  
secured firmly.

2 -  Place the assembly (1M + 1N) onto the helmet base, 
part 1I. Fix the parts together with two EM screws.

3 -  Put the left earpiece (1J) in place, which 
fastens with a magnet.

Once the helmet of the MARK III armor 
has been completed, turn on the eyes by 
turning the right earpiece.

FINAL

STAGE         FITTING THE MASK4

THE HELMET STEP BY STEP - 1

1M1M

1N1N

1I1I

1M+1N1M+1N

BPBP 1M+1N1M+1N

1K+1L1K+1L

1K+1L1K+1L

EMEM

1F1F

EPEP

EMEM

1 O1 O

1J1J1K1K

1L1L

BPBP

EMEM

1B1B
1A1A

APAP

EMEM

1H1H

++--
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E A S Y 
A S S E M B L Y

MODEL 1
THE BEGINNING OF IT ALLTHE ARM

OR

“A PERFECT, 
NEARLY INVINCIBLE, 

COMBINATION 
OF MAN AND 

MACHINERY THAT 
CAN BE TURNED 
AGAINST THOSE 

WHO ENSLAVE US!”
PROFESSOR YINSEN, 
IRON MAN VOL. 1 #1

Built in despair and with limited means, Iron Man’s first armor was 
the work of two geniuses, and its design and appearance were of 
secondary importance. Introduced in Tales of Suspense # 39,  
it would be replaced in the next issue.

AAt the beginning of his superhero career, Tony Stark had to use the 
chest plate of his iron armor as a life-saving device, keeping it 
charged at all times. When he wore the rest of his armor, however, 

it was time to be a hero!

SCIENCE FICTION?
The Model 1, or Mark I Iron Man armor was completely bulletproof, and 
the ‘miniaturized transistors’ invented by Tony Stark allowed him to 
control the dual powers of electricity and magnetism. They gave energy 

to his air-pressure jets – with which Iron Man could jump, but not fly 
– and they could overpower any magnet to attract and repel 

objects. The armor had a small saw hidden in the index 
finger, and suction cups that enabled Stark to cling to 

the ceiling. And yet, even in his first battle against 
the forces of the warlord Wong-Chu, it was Stark’s 

ingenuity that won the fight.

In that first model, some key elements were already in place. In Tales 
of Suspense #40, it was shown for the first time how Tony Stark 
changed between his civilian identity and his Super Hero alter ego 
– the secret of his briefcase. This essential piece of a businessman’s 
kit had an ‘X-ray proof’ compartment, in which Tony Stark kept the 
miniaturized pieces of his armor. Then he just needed to find a safe 
place away from outside eyes and put it on, as he explained, ‘in a 
matter of seconds’. Iron Man wore the original gray armor until, 
during a crisis at the zoo, he realized that his appearance terrified 
‘women and children as if I was a monster,’ and so he began his long 
list of improvements.

REMEMBERING THE PAST
Although the Model 1 armor had a very short active life, it can 
still be seen on many occasions. It usually appears in Tony Stark’s 
workshop, and also in flashback scenes about the origin of the 
superhero. These include the version in Iron Man Vol. 1, a reworking 
by Archie Goodwin and Gene Colan, and the spectacular version 
that Warren Ellis and Adi Granov offered in the ‘Extremis’ storyline 
in Iron Man Vol. 4 #1-6. Perhaps one of the most unexpected 
appearances was in Invincible Iron Man Vol. 2 #18, by Matt Fraction 
and Salvador Larroca, in which a regressive Stark faced the Iron 
Patriot piloted by Norman Osborne with his original armor. It was 
an uneven duel between the past and the future, resolved again 
thanks to cunning. Because the Model 1 is the essence of Iron Man... 
and the armor is nothing without its pilot.

9

FOLDING ARMOR
The first appearance of Tony Stark’s briefcase 
in Tales of Suspense # 40, which is logically 
followed by the first assembly sequence of the 
superhero’s armor.

9“I AM IRON MAN”
Tony Stark wore the Model 1 armor in Invincible 
Iron Man Vol. 2 #18.

9The action moves to Afghanistan
in a spectacular illustrated sequence
by Adi Granov.

11

11

« I AM IRON MAN »

PERFECT DETAIL IN GOLD 
AND RED PAINT

IIn the mid Eighties, the Iron Man collection began the countdown to 
issue 200. Perhaps because of this approaching milestone, writer 
Denny O’Neil offered a gripping and memorable story, bringing 

back a charismatic rival and offering a new beginning for 
his main character. Tony Stark, the original Iron Man, 

could not be missing from his own party, and so the 
plot sought to reunite man and armor as the best way 
to celebrate the anniversary.

At that time, Tony Stark had lost control 
of his company, Stark International, 

to Obadiah Stane – who had 
rebranded it Stane International. 
Stark had barely recovered 
from his personal difficulties 
and was reluctant to take back 
his golden armor from his good 
friend Jim Rhodes, so he joined a 

company called Circuits Maximus, 
a technical startup in Silicon Valley, 
with brother and sister Morley and 

Clytemnestra Erwin. 

“Life is a game,” Obadiah Stane declares coldly in Iron Man Vol. 1 
#198. In his appearances in the comic, this ruthless business 
tycoon never left any doubt that he only played to win.

“DON’T CALL ME  
IRON MAN,  

I’VE BEEN SAYING IT 
FOR MONTHS.”  

TONY STARK, 
IRON MAN VOL. 1 #200
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SYMPHONY OF DESTRUCTION
For Obadiah Stane it was not enough to have beaten Stark: he wanted 
him destroyed. So he sent squads of masked goons to kidnap people 
including Stark’s secretary Mrs Arbogast and his ex-girlfriend Bethany 
Cabe, then Stane’s resident mad scientist Dr Theron Atlanta manipulated 
the feelings and loyalties of these hostages. Stane’s cruel strategy was 
to play with Stark’s friends’ lives, until he fell again into the spiral of self-
destruction he had just escaped. At Circuits Maximus, they soon realized 
that Stane must be behind the kidnappings, but their first attempts to 
derail his plans came to nothing. (Jim Rhodes, wearing the Iron Man 
suit, is shown on the cover of #199 crashing through the cockpit of the 
helicopter where Happy Hogan was a prisoner.) 

Despite having guessed Stane’s objective, Tony could not rescue Timothy 
Anders – the orphaned son of a woman who died in his arms during 
a snow storm in New York at the time when he hit bottom – despite 
having travelling as fast as he could to help.

9FACE TO FACE
The double pages of Iron Man Vol. 1  
#200 show the two rivals as knights 
preparing for a joust.

9

 Iron Man cover detail Vol. 1 #199.

unmasked 
The last game of Obadiah Stane

1111

LED LIGHTS IN CHEST 
REACTOR, GLOVES,  
BOOTS AND HELMET

GREAT RANGE  
OF MOVEMENT

52 INDIVIDUAL 
JOINTS

METAL AND INJECTION-
MOLDED PLASTIC PARTS 

ALL PIECES HAVE BEEN 
DESIGNED, SCULPTED 
AND PAINTED TO THE 
FINEST DETAIL

BATTERIES INCLUDED

JOINTED 
MODELIncredibly detailed, 

fully jointed and 
complete with 

SPECTACULAR 
LIGHT EFFECTS,  

this SUPERB
 LARGE-SCALE 

reproduction of the 
MARK III ARMOR
is available as an 

exclusive edition. It’s 
an offer no Marvel 

fan can resist!

EXCLUSIVE

MARK III Model

24 IN
CH

ES

ARMOR PLATES 
LIFT TO REVEAL 
DETAILS INSIDE 

AERODYNAMIC 
FLAPS OPEN ON 
LEGS AND BACK

(1) Iron Man Mark III 
model (24 inches high) 
stands on this special 

base with light effects, 
exclusively designed  

for the collection. 
 It will be delivered to you 
throughout the collection, 

supplied in 15 parts. 

Iron M
an illustrations shown are of the m

odel prototype, 
not im

ages from
 the m

ovie.

(1)

Collector’s item intended for display. This Iron Man model is not a toy. 

Base supplied separately to the model.

RECEIVE THIS INCREDIBLE LIGHT-UP BASE FOR YOUR RECEIVE THIS INCREDIBLE LIGHT-UP BASE FOR YOUR 
IRON MAN MARK III ARMOR AS A SPECIAL GIFT.  IRON MAN MARK III ARMOR AS A SPECIAL GIFT.    

Display your Iron Man 
Mark III on this special 
large-size illuminated 
base. Made in metal, it 
is inspired by designs 
from the movies, 
with stunning lighting 
effects. The base is a 
perfect complement to 
your amazing model. 

It will be delivered to you 
throughout the collection, 
supplied in 15 parts.

THE BASE FOR  
YOUR INCREDIBLE 
IRON MAN!

Diameter: 20 inches approx 
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Exclusive

Receive all the pieces 
you need to assemble 

this base for Iron Man’s 
Mark III armor

Collector’s item intended  
for display. This Iron Man 
model is not a toy.  
Iron Man illustrations  
shown are of the model 
prototype, not images  
from the movie.

LIGHT-UP BASE

22NDND GIFT GIFT
• IRON MAN CAP• IRON MAN CAP
Be part of team Iron Man  Be part of team Iron Man  
with this fantastic cap,  with this fantastic cap,  
featuring the iconic Iron Man  featuring the iconic Iron Man  
and Marvel logos. and Marvel logos. 

One size fits all, adjustable.One size fits all, adjustable.

YOU WILL RECEIVE THESE SPECTACULAR GIFTS YOU WILL RECEIVE THESE SPECTACULAR GIFTS   

FS0_Iron-Man_US_Boost_PAGINATION_US.indd   1 FS0_Iron-Man_US_Boost_PAGINATION_US.indd   110/02/2021   10:46 10/02/2021   10:46
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IRON MAN’S ARC REACTOR, 
REPULSORS AND EYES 
LIGHT UP

55
THTH

 GIFT  GIFT
• IRON MAN  • IRON MAN  
BACKPACK BACKPACK
Complete your Iron Man kit with this Complete your Iron Man kit with this 
exclusive backpack designed for collectors. exclusive backpack designed for collectors.

44
THTH

 GIFT  GIFT
• IRON MAN POWER PACK • IRON MAN POWER PACK
This 2600 MAH lithium battery can recharge This 2600 MAH lithium battery can recharge 
your phone wherever you are. Customized  your phone wherever you are. Customized  
with an Arc Reactor design and the Iron Man with an Arc Reactor design and the Iron Man 
logo, it’s technology worthy of Tony Stark. logo, it’s technology worthy of Tony Stark.

66
THTH

 GIFT  GIFT
• LIGHT-UP BASE • LIGHT-UP BASE
Display your Iron Man Mark III on this exclusive Display your Iron Man Mark III on this exclusive 
base, inspired by designs from the movies, with base, inspired by designs from the movies, with 
stunning lighting effects. It will be delivered to you stunning lighting effects. It will be delivered to you 
throughout the collection, supplied in 15 parts. throughout the collection, supplied in 15 parts.

Diameter: 20 inches approx. Diameter: 20 inches approx.

Support stand included. Support stand included.

33
RDRD

 GIFT  GIFT
• ARC REACTOR T-SHIRT • ARC REACTOR T-SHIRT
The Arc Reactor, the power at the heart of Iron Man’s armor,  The Arc Reactor, the power at the heart of Iron Man’s armor,  
is recreated on this fantastic T-shirt that glows in the dark! is recreated on this fantastic T-shirt that glows in the dark!

SIZE: SIZE: available in large size only available in large size only  MATERIAL:  MATERIAL: 100% cotton. 100% cotton.
 Items may differ from the illustrations shown. If gifts become unavailable they will be replaced by others of equal or greater value. 

11
STST

 GIFT  GIFT
• 3 IRON MAN POSTERS • 3 IRON MAN POSTERS
Three stunning large-sized posters Three stunning large-sized posters 
showing Hulkbuster Iron Man,  showing Hulkbuster Iron Man,  
Iron Man above the Avengers HQ  Iron Man above the Avengers HQ  
and Iron Man with the Avengers. and Iron Man with the Avengers. 

Dimensions: 16 x 10 inches Dimensions: 16 x 10 inches 
presented in a custom folder. presented in a custom folder.

Discover everything there is to know about one of the most famous 
characters in the Marvel Universe. With no superpowers of his own, 
Tony Stark used his creative genius to build his spectacular armor,  
and earned his place among the defenders of the planet.

THE SECRET STORY OF AN INCREDIBLE HERO
THE ADVENTURES. Explore Iron Man’s incredible superhero career through 
his greatest adventures, from his origins in the 1960s to the present day.

THE COMICS. Discover the secrets of  
the Marvel Universe, through the 
story of one of its greatest heroes.

THE ARMORS.  
Every Iron Man armor, 
from the original to the 
most specialized models.

A SUPERB REPLICA  
OF IRON MAN’S  
MARK III ARMOR

BUILD TONY STARK’S LEGENDARY MARK III ARMOR

TONY STARK used his genius as an inventor to create the armor 
of a modern-day knight. The MARK III ARMOR is the culmination 
of his incredible skills and the unmistakable symbol of the most 

iconic and charismatic hero of the MARVEL UNIVERSE.

IRON MAN IRON MAN 
COMIC HISTORY COMIC HISTORY

iconic  iconic  
armor of armor of 
iron man iron man

Discover the history of Iron Man

Iron M
an illustrations on the cover show

 the m
odel prototype, not im

ages from
 the m

ovie.

MOVIE MOVIE 
SPECIAL SPECIAL 

ISSUE ISSUE

build build 
the mark III the mark III

armor armor
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IRON MAN’s IRON MAN’s 
FIRST FIRST 
ADVENTURES ADVENTURES

THE SUPERHUMAN THE SUPERHUMAN 
REGISTRATION ACT REGISTRATION ACT

BUILD THE BUILD THE 
MARK III MARK III 

ARMOR ARMOR

DISCOVER THE HISTORY OF IRON MAN

22Stane was a ruthless man, whose own 
personal traumas – his father died 
in front of him after an insane game 
of Russian roulette – had warped his 
perspective. Life for him was really 
no more than a game of chance, 
and when Tony Stark asked why 
he had become Stane’s target, 
he could only declare “I sought 
around for a worthy opponent, 
and in you I found one. No game is 
worth playing without formidable 
opposition.” When the game 
was ended, Iron Man had the last 
words: “Somebody lost”.

In his next attack, Stane sent a parcel bomb that blew 
up the headquarters of Circuits Maximus. Rhodes was 
injured and put out of action, while shy genius Morley 
Erwin was killed by the explosion. Clytemnestra 
blamed Stark, but Tony did not respond as expected: 
instead of breaking down, his anger made him more 
determined. 

He recovered his new Silver Centurion armor, kept at 
the West Coast Avengers base, and flew to New York 

to confront Stane. Iron Man was back! This new silver 
and red armor, with stealth mode, disruptor 

fields, thermal shields and pulse bolts, more 
than matched Stane’s initial opposition. 
However, Stane had one last terrible card up his 

sleeve to play. From some abandoned scribbled 

IN THE COMICS

notebooks of Tony’s, Stane had reverse-engineered 
a prototype armor and named it the Iron Monger. 
Obsessed with winning and with finally getting rid 
of his rival, Obadiah himself donned the suit to face 
Iron Man. The rivals were well matched: where Iron 
Monger’s repulsors were stronger, Iron Man was faster.
 
But the minds within the armor were not evenly 
matched in the duel. As Tony got the upper hand, 
Obadiah did not hesitate to use his hostages as 
human shields. Stark finally worked out the truth. 
Stane’s perfect control of the armor on his first try, 
and the odd signal he kept detecting, betrayed the 
fact that the suit was being computer-controlled 
remotely from a nearby building. On destroying the 
link, Stane was rendered helpless, and coldly chose 
the easy way out rather than surrender. 

Duel of the titans Duel of the titans

“HE IS NOT DESTROYED.  “HE IS NOT DESTROYED.  
HE IS NOT VANQUISHED.  HE IS NOT VANQUISHED.  

HE IS NOT GROVELING IN HE IS NOT GROVELING IN 
THE GUTTER. HE IS HERE. THE GUTTER. HE IS HERE. 

HE IS DEMANDING A HE IS DEMANDING A 
CONFRONTATION!” CONFRONTATION!”

OBADIAH STANE, OBADIAH STANE,
IRON MAN IRON MAN VOL. 1 #200  VOL. 1 #200
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THE SUPERHUMAN 
REGISTRATION ACT
HEROES IN CONFLICT

Even though in modern times many Super Heroes gave up their secret 
identities, others kept them, no matter what the cost. The clandestine 
nature of vigilante activities was considered by many to be outside the law, 
and the government was encouraged to take action... 

II
n a world politically divided 
and constantly threatened by 
global or cosmic crises, public 

opinion is ruled by a complex double 
standard. On the one hand, people 
thank Super Heroes for their 
efforts to control these threats 
— or the more mundane activity 
of various Super Villains — and 
on the other, they condemn 
their negative effects on 
society. It is easy to consider 
any person with superpowers 
as ‘armed and dangerous’ and from this kind of reasoning the 
MRA (Mutant Registration Act) was first created. As a natural 
extension, the Superhuman Registration Act came into being.

SRA: FIRST ATTEMPT
There have been quite a few Super Hero battles with disastrous 
consequences, such as the explosion of an antimatter bomb in 
New York, in a battle against the Latveria proxies (as related in 
Secret War #1-5), the attack by Hulk on Las Vegas when he was 
affected by a Hydra gamma bomb (Fantastic Four #533), or the 
accidents caused by mutants with out-of-control powers. The 
first attempt at control was the Commission on Superhuman 
Affairs directed by Valerie Cooper, who presented the problem 
as a new arms race. The idea was to recruit a government 
Super Hero force – Freedom Force first, X-Factor later. The 
Commission also attempted to bring different heroes to trial, 
notably Anthony Stark, Maria Hill and Timothy Dugan, for 
terrorism (Iron Man Vol. 4 #28).

SRA: SECOND ATTEMPT
The Super Heroes’ case reached the Senate, where initial 
legislation called the ‘Super-Powers Registration Act’ had 
been proposed. The testimony of the Fantastic Four – 

whose identities are public – was requested, but the sudden 
attack of some Super Villains put an end to the 

question. The team was accused, however, of 
orchestrating those attacks to give a timely 

indication of the value of their work.

Tony Stark used that same tactic 
when the hearings started on the now 
renamed Superhuman Registration Act 
(Amazing Spider-Man #530-531). Stark 

already foresaw that the Act might be 
approved, and intended to control 

its development (New Avengers: 
Illuminati #19). His plan was to gain 

time. “We buy a year here, a year 
there, and sooner or later these 

things die of their own weight,” 
before something disastrous 

happened. This strategy 
might have worked, but the 
Pro-registration side would 
soon get a new argument.

9

 IRON MAN’S OPINION
Tony Stark saw himself as the only 
representative who could defend the Pro-
registration posture with guarantees. “Many 
of us feel that isn’t fair... many of us cite our 
countless acts of heroism, our uncompromising 
dedication to the principles of justice and moral 
virtue...  But the very people we’ve pledged to 
serve no longer trust us.” (Iron Man Vol. 4 #13)

9 SPIDER-MAN’S OPINION
Spider-Man changes his initial stance against 
Registration, as he claimed in Washington: 
“The problem is that after Registration always 
comes regulation... Guys like to get involved 
in things sometimes because nobody else 
will... Because it’s not in the rule book, or it’s 
politically inconvenient, or it’s too weird or.... 
simply because nobody else cares.” (From 
Amazing Spider-Man #531)
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STEP-BY-STEP ASSEMBLY

With just a screwdriver, 
following the detailed 
instructions in the 
assembly guide, you 
can easily build Iron 
Man’s armor,  
including all the  
electrical components 
necessary for the  
lighting effects.

This issue’s parts make up Iron Man’s helmet, complete with interior lighting and switch.  
The only tool needed is the screwdriver included with this issue. 

PARTS SUPPLIED WITH ISSUE 01

1 -   Fit the visor base (1D) into the main body of the helmet 
(1C) at the front, as shown. It has two tabs that will fit 
in place with gentle pressure. 
 
The battery case can be seen at the top of the helmet. 
It is important that the battery cover (1F) fits in place 
properly, so test-fit part 1F before continuing with the 
assembly.

2 -  The LED assembly (1G) comprises the battery case, two LEDs for the visor 
and part of the switch. Place the assembly (1G) with the hole in the battery 
case facing outwards and fix in place with an EM screw.

3 -  Fix the LED support (1E) inside the helmet with two EM 
screws as shown. The LEDs should point towards the 
visor base.

2 -  Place the LEDs (1G) in the holes of the LED support 
(1E) as shown above. They fit from behind with a 
little gentle pressure.

1 -  Position the support post (1H) inside 
the body of the helmet (1C) and fix in 
place with two  EM screws.

STAGE     LED ASSEMBLY 1

STAGE          FITTING THE LEDs 2

MARK III ARMOR
THE HELMET

ASSEMBLY TIPS
• Take care to prevent the screws from getting 

mixed up. Use the compartments you receive 
with this issue to keep them separate.

• Use the magnetized screwdriver to keep the 
screws in a vertical position, preventing them 
from getting twisted as you fix them in place.

A CR 1025 battery is 
included in this delivery 
so you can complete 
the head lighting.

Collector’s item intended for display.
This Iron Man model is not a toy. 

STEP BY STEP - 1

1A Mask 1A Mask

1L Switch 1L Switch1M Helmet baseplate 1M Helmet baseplate

 AP   AP  
2X4 mm 2X4 mm

 BP   BP  
1.7X4 mm 1.7X4 mm

   EM   EM  
1.7X4 mm 1.7X4 mm

   EP   EP  
1.4X4 mm 1.4X4 mm

1N Helmet support 1N Helmet support1O Mask part B 1O Mask part B

Screwdriver Screwdriver

1G LED assembly 1G LED assembly

1C Helmet 1C Helmet

1H Support post 1H Support post1I Helmet base 1I Helmet base 1F Battery cover 1F Battery cover1J  Left earpiece 1J  Left earpiece

1K Right  1K Right  
earpiece earpiece

1D Visor base 1D Visor base1E LED support 1E LED support 1B Visor 1B Visor

NOTE: The appearance of the pieces shown here  
may differ slightly from those delivered with the issue.

1H1H

1C1C

1G1G
EMEM

1G1G

1E1E

1D1D

1E1E

EMEM

EMEM

LED LED

LED LED

Switch Switch

Battery  Battery  
case case
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5 -  Fix the part of the switch from the LED 
assembly onto the baseplate 1M with a 
BP screw, as shown. When the earpiece is 
turned, it connects the switch and turns 
on the LEDs. 

2 -  Put a battery sideways in the socket, noting the orientation -/+. 
To make insertion easier, use a pair of tweezers to move the 
spring aside. Fix the battery cover (1F) in place with an EP screw.

1 -  Bring together the two parts assembled in Stages 2 and 3. The support post (1H) fits into the hole in the base of 1M. 
Check that the parts are properly aligned, then fix them together with three EM screws, as shown. 

4 -  Fix the visor (1B) into the 
mask (1A) with an EM 
screw. Then fix mask part 
B (1O) with an EM screw. 
Push the mask onto the 
helmet; it is held in place 
with a magnet.

 STAGE         HELMET BASE AND SWITCH 3

4 -   Insert assembled parts 1K and 1L into the slot in 1   I, as 
shown, with the post on 1L towards the baseplate 1M.

3 -  Fit the switch (part 1L) into the right earpiece (1K).  
IL fits into a groove in 1K and the post must be at the 
top of the switch. Fix it carefully with a  BP screw.

1 -   Place the helmet support (1N) onto the baseplate (1M) 
and fix it with three AP screws. The support will 
connect the helmet to the neck and should be  
secured firmly.

2 -  Place the assembly (1M + 1N) onto the helmet base, 
part 1I. Fix the parts together with two EM screws.

3 -  Put the left earpiece (1J) in place, which 
fastens with a magnet.

Once the helmet of the MARK III armor 
has been completed, turn on the eyes by 
turning the right earpiece.

FINAL

STAGE         FITTING THE MASK 4

THE HELMETSTEP BY STEP - 1

1M1M

1N1N

1I 1I

1M+1N 1M+1N

BPBP1M+1N 1M+1N

1K+1L 1K+1L

1K+1L 1K+1L

EMEM

1F1F

EPEP

EMEM

1O1O

1J1J 1K1K

1L1L

BPBP

EMEM

1B1B
1A1A

APAP

EMEM

1H1H

++ --

  

0809

EASY 
ASSEMBLY

MODEL 1
THE BEGINNING OF IT ALL THE ARM

OR

“A PERFECT, 
NEARLY INVINCIBLE, 

COMBINATION 
OF MAN AND 

MACHINERY THAT 
CAN BE TURNED 
AGAINST THOSE 

WHO ENSLAVE US!”
PROFESSOR YINSEN, 
IRON MAN VOL. 1 #1

Built in despair and with limited means, Iron Man’s first armor was 
the work of two geniuses, and its design and appearance were of 
secondary importance. Introduced in Tales of Suspense # 39,  
it would be replaced in the next issue.

AA
t the beginning of his superhero career, Tony Stark had to use the 
chest plate of his iron armor as a life-saving device, keeping it 
charged at all times. When he wore the rest of his armor, however, 

it was time to be a hero!

SCIENCE FICTION?
The Model 1, or Mark I Iron Man armor was completely bulletproof, and 
the ‘miniaturized transistors’ invented by Tony Stark allowed him to 
control the dual powers of electricity and magnetism. They gave energy 

to his air-pressure jets – with which Iron Man could jump, but not fly 
– and they could overpower any magnet to attract and repel 

objects. The armor had a small saw hidden in the index 
finger, and suction cups that enabled Stark to cling to 

the ceiling. And yet, even in his first battle against 
the forces of the warlord Wong-Chu, it was Stark’s 

ingenuity that won the fight.

In that first model, some key elements were already in place. In Tales 
of Suspense #40, it was shown for the first time how Tony Stark 
changed between his civilian identity and his Super Hero alter ego 
– the secret of his briefcase. This essential piece of a businessman’s 
kit had an ‘X-ray proof’ compartment, in which Tony Stark kept the 
miniaturized pieces of his armor. Then he just needed to find a safe 
place away from outside eyes and put it on, as he explained, ‘in a 
matter of seconds’. Iron Man wore the original gray armor until, 
during a crisis at the zoo, he realized that his appearance terrified 
‘women and children as if I was a monster,’ and so he began his long 
list of improvements.

REMEMBERING THE PAST
Although the Model 1 armor had a very short active life, it can 
still be seen on many occasions. It usually appears in Tony Stark’s 
workshop, and also in flashback scenes about the origin of the 
superhero. These include the version in Iron Man Vol. 1, a reworking 
by Archie Goodwin and Gene Colan, and the spectacular version 
that Warren Ellis and Adi Granov offered in the ‘Extremis’ storyline 
in Iron Man Vol. 4 #1-6. Perhaps one of the most unexpected 
appearances was in Invincible Iron Man Vol. 2 #18, by Matt Fraction 
and Salvador Larroca, in which a regressive Stark faced the Iron 
Patriot piloted by Norman Osborne with his original armor. It was 
an uneven duel between the past and the future, resolved again 
thanks to cunning. Because the Model 1 is the essence of Iron Man... 
and the armor is nothing without its pilot.

9

FOLDING ARMOR
The first appearance of Tony Stark’s briefcase 
in Tales of Suspense # 40, which is logically 
followed by the first assembly sequence of the 
superhero’s armor.

9“I AM IRON MAN”
Tony Stark wore the Model 1 armor in Invincible 
Iron Man Vol. 2 #18.

9The action moves to Afghanistan
in a spectacular illustrated sequence
by Adi Granov.
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« I AM IRON MAN »

PERFECT DETAIL IN GOLD 
AND RED PAINT

II
n the mid Eighties, the Iron Man collection began the countdown to 
issue 200. Perhaps because of this approaching milestone, writer 
Denny O’Neil offered a gripping and memorable story, bringing 

back a charismatic rival and offering a new beginning for 
his main character. Tony Stark, the original Iron Man, 

could not be missing from his own party, and so the 
plot sought to reunite man and armor as the best way 
to celebrate the anniversary.

At that time, Tony Stark had lost control 
of his company, Stark International, 

to Obadiah Stane – who had 
rebranded it Stane International. 
Stark had barely recovered 
from his personal difficulties 
and was reluctant to take back 
his golden armor from his good 
friend Jim Rhodes, so he joined a 

company called Circuits Maximus, 
a technical startup in Silicon Valley, 
with brother and sister Morley and 

Clytemnestra Erwin. 

“Life is a game,” Obadiah Stane declares coldly in Iron Man Vol. 1 
#198. In his appearances in the comic, this ruthless business 
tycoon never left any doubt that he only played to win.

“DON’T CALL ME  
IRON MAN,  

I’VE BEEN SAYING IT 
FOR MONTHS.”  

TONY STARK, 
IRON MAN VOL. 1 #200

COM
ICS

IN TH
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SYMPHONY OF DESTRUCTION
For Obadiah Stane it was not enough to have beaten Stark: he wanted 
him destroyed. So he sent squads of masked goons to kidnap people 
including Stark’s secretary Mrs Arbogast and his ex-girlfriend Bethany 
Cabe, then Stane’s resident mad scientist Dr Theron Atlanta manipulated 
the feelings and loyalties of these hostages. Stane’s cruel strategy was 
to play with Stark’s friends’ lives, until he fell again into the spiral of self-
destruction he had just escaped. At Circuits Maximus, they soon realized 
that Stane must be behind the kidnappings, but their first attempts to 
derail his plans came to nothing. (Jim Rhodes, wearing the Iron Man 
suit, is shown on the cover of #199 crashing through the cockpit of the 
helicopter where Happy Hogan was a prisoner.) 

Despite having guessed Stane’s objective, Tony could not rescue Timothy 
Anders – the orphaned son of a woman who died in his arms during 
a snow storm in New York at the time when he hit bottom – despite 
having travelling as fast as he could to help.

9FACE TO FACE
The double pages of Iron Man Vol. 1  
#200 show the two rivals as knights 
preparing for a joust.

9

 Iron Man cover detail Vol. 1 #199.

unmasked 
The last game of Obadiah Stane

11
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LED LIGHTS IN CHEST 
REACTOR, GLOVES,  
BOOTS AND HELMET

GREAT RANGE  
OF MOVEMENT

52 INDIVIDUAL 
JOINTS

METAL AND INJECTION-
MOLDED PLASTIC PARTS 

ALL PIECES HAVE BEEN 
DESIGNED, SCULPTED 
AND PAINTED TO THE 
FINEST DETAIL

BATTERIES INCLUDED

JOINTED 
MODEL Incredibly detailed, 

fully jointed and 
complete with 

SPECTACULAR 
LIGHT EFFECTS,  

this SUPERB
 LARGE-SCALE 

reproduction of the 
MARK III ARMOR
is available as an 

exclusive edition. It’s 
an offer no Marvel 

fan can resist!

EXCLUSIVE

MARK III Model

24
 IN

CH
ES

ARMOR PLATES 
LIFT TO REVEAL 
DETAILS INSIDE 

AERODYNAMIC 
FLAPS OPEN ON 
LEGS AND BACK

(1) Iron Man Mark III 
model (24 inches high) 
stands on this special 

base with light effects, 
exclusively designed  

for the collection. 
 It will be delivered to you 
throughout the collection, 

supplied in 15 parts. 
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(1)

Collector’s item intended for display. This Iron Man model is not a toy. 

Base supplied separately to the model.

RECEIVE THIS INCREDIBLE LIGHT-UP BASE FOR YOUR RECEIVE THIS INCREDIBLE LIGHT-UP BASE FOR YOUR 
IRON MAN MARK III ARMOR AS A SPECIAL GIFT.  IRON MAN MARK III ARMOR AS A SPECIAL GIFT.    

Display your Iron Man 
Mark III on this special 
large-size illuminated 
base. Made in metal, it 
is inspired by designs 
from the movies, 
with stunning lighting 
effects. The base is a 
perfect complement to 
your amazing model. 

It will be delivered to you 
throughout the collection, 
supplied in 15 parts.

THE BASE FOR  
YOUR INCREDIBLE 
IRON MAN!

Diameter: 20 inches approx 

Base supplied separately to the m
odel. See term

s and conditions at fanhom
e.com

.

Exclusive

Receive all the pieces 
you need to assemble 

this base for Iron Man’s 
Mark III armor

Collector’s item intended  
for display. This Iron Man 
model is not a toy.  
Iron Man illustrations  
shown are of the model 
prototype, not images  
from the movie.

LIGHT-UP BASE

22
NDND

 GIFT  GIFT
• IRON MAN CAP • IRON MAN CAP
Be part of team Iron Man  Be part of team Iron Man  
with this fantastic cap,  with this fantastic cap,  
featuring the iconic Iron Man  featuring the iconic Iron Man  
and Marvel logos. and Marvel logos. 

One size fits all, adjustable. One size fits all, adjustable.

YOU WILL RECEIVE THESE SPECTACULAR GIFTS YOU WILL RECEIVE THESE SPECTACULAR GIFTS   

FS0_Iron-Man_US_Boost_PAGINATION_US.indd   1FS0_Iron-Man_US_Boost_PAGINATION_US.indd   1 10/02/2021   10:4610/02/2021   10:46
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IRON MAN’S ARC REACTOR, 
REPULSORS AND EYES 
LIGHT UP

55THTH GIFT GIFT
• IRON MAN  • IRON MAN  
BACKPACKBACKPACK
Complete your Iron Man kit with this Complete your Iron Man kit with this 
exclusive backpack designed for collectors.exclusive backpack designed for collectors.

44THTH GIFT GIFT
• IRON MAN POWER PACK• IRON MAN POWER PACK
This 2600 MAH lithium battery can recharge This 2600 MAH lithium battery can recharge 
your phone wherever you are. Customized  your phone wherever you are. Customized  
with an Arc Reactor design and the Iron Man with an Arc Reactor design and the Iron Man 
logo, it’s technology worthy of Tony Stark.logo, it’s technology worthy of Tony Stark.

66THTH GIFT GIFT
• LIGHT-UP BASE• LIGHT-UP BASE
Display your Iron Man Mark III on this exclusive Display your Iron Man Mark III on this exclusive 
base, inspired by designs from the movies, with base, inspired by designs from the movies, with 
stunning lighting effects. It will be delivered to you stunning lighting effects. It will be delivered to you 
throughout the collection, supplied in 15 parts.throughout the collection, supplied in 15 parts.

Diameter: 20 inches approx.Diameter: 20 inches approx.

Support stand included.Support stand included.

33RDRD GIFT GIFT
• ARC REACTOR T-SHIRT• ARC REACTOR T-SHIRT
The Arc Reactor, the power at the heart of Iron Man’s armor,  The Arc Reactor, the power at the heart of Iron Man’s armor,  
is recreated on this fantastic T-shirt that glows in the dark!is recreated on this fantastic T-shirt that glows in the dark!

SIZE: SIZE: available in large size only available in large size only  MATERIAL:  MATERIAL: 100% cotton.100% cotton.
 Items may differ from the illustrations shown. If gifts become unavailable they will be replaced by others of equal or greater value. 

11STST GIFT GIFT
• 3 IRON MAN POSTERS• 3 IRON MAN POSTERS
Three stunning large-sized posters Three stunning large-sized posters 
showing Hulkbuster Iron Man,  showing Hulkbuster Iron Man,  
Iron Man above the Avengers HQ  Iron Man above the Avengers HQ  
and Iron Man with the Avengers. and Iron Man with the Avengers. 

Dimensions: 16 x 10 inches Dimensions: 16 x 10 inches 
presented in a custom folder.presented in a custom folder.

Discover everything there is to know about one of the most famous 
characters in the Marvel Universe. With no superpowers of his own, 
Tony Stark used his creative genius to build his spectacular armor,  
and earned his place among the defenders of the planet.

THE SECRET STORY OF AN INCREDIBLE HERO
THE ADVENTURES. Explore Iron Man’s incredible superhero career through 
his greatest adventures, from his origins in the 1960s to the present day.

THE COMICS. Discover the secrets of  
the Marvel Universe, through the 
story of one of its greatest heroes.

THE ARMORS.  
Every Iron Man armor, 
from the original to the 
most specialized models.

A SUPERB REPLICA  
OF IRON MAN’S  
MARK III ARMOR

BUILD TONY STARK’S LEGENDARY MARK III ARMOR

TONY STARK used his genius as an inventor to create the armor 
of a modern-day knight. The MARK III ARMOR is the culmination 
of his incredible skills and the unmistakable symbol of the most 

iconic and charismatic hero of the MARVEL UNIVERSE.

IRON MAN IRON MAN 
COMIC HISTORYCOMIC HISTORY

iconic  iconic  
armor of armor of 
iron maniron man

Discover the history of Iron Man
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MOVIE MOVIE 
SPECIAL SPECIAL 

ISSUEISSUE

build build 
the mark IIIthe mark III

armorarmor
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IRON MAN’s IRON MAN’s 
FIRST FIRST 
ADVENTURESADVENTURES

THE SUPERHUMAN THE SUPERHUMAN 
REGISTRATION ACTREGISTRATION ACT

BUILD THE BUILD THE 
MARK III MARK III 

ARMORARMOR

DISCOVER THE HISTORY OF IRON MAN

22 Stane was a ruthless man, whose own 
personal traumas – his father died 
in front of him after an insane game 
of Russian roulette – had warped his 
perspective. Life for him was really 
no more than a game of chance, 
and when Tony Stark asked why 
he had become Stane’s target, 
he could only declare “I sought 
around for a worthy opponent, 
and in you I found one. No game is 
worth playing without formidable 
opposition.” When the game 
was ended, Iron Man had the last 
words: “Somebody lost”.

In his next attack, Stane sent a parcel bomb that blew 
up the headquarters of Circuits Maximus. Rhodes was 
injured and put out of action, while shy genius Morley 
Erwin was killed by the explosion. Clytemnestra 
blamed Stark, but Tony did not respond as expected: 
instead of breaking down, his anger made him more 
determined. 

He recovered his new Silver Centurion armor, kept at 
the West Coast Avengers base, and flew to New York 

to confront Stane. Iron Man was back! This new silver 
and red armor, with stealth mode, disruptor 

fields, thermal shields and pulse bolts, more 
than matched Stane’s initial opposition. 
However, Stane had one last terrible card up his 

sleeve to play. From some abandoned scribbled 

IN THE COMICS

notebooks of Tony’s, Stane had reverse-engineered 
a prototype armor and named it the Iron Monger. 
Obsessed with winning and with finally getting rid 
of his rival, Obadiah himself donned the suit to face 
Iron Man. The rivals were well matched: where Iron 
Monger’s repulsors were stronger, Iron Man was faster.
 
But the minds within the armor were not evenly 
matched in the duel. As Tony got the upper hand, 
Obadiah did not hesitate to use his hostages as 
human shields. Stark finally worked out the truth. 
Stane’s perfect control of the armor on his first try, 
and the odd signal he kept detecting, betrayed the 
fact that the suit was being computer-controlled 
remotely from a nearby building. On destroying the 
link, Stane was rendered helpless, and coldly chose 
the easy way out rather than surrender. 

Duel of the titansDuel of the titans

“HE IS NOT DESTROYED.  “HE IS NOT DESTROYED.  
HE IS NOT VANQUISHED.  HE IS NOT VANQUISHED.  

HE IS NOT GROVELING IN HE IS NOT GROVELING IN 
THE GUTTER. HE IS HERE. THE GUTTER. HE IS HERE. 

HE IS DEMANDING A HE IS DEMANDING A 
CONFRONTATION!”CONFRONTATION!”

OBADIAH STANE,OBADIAH STANE,
IRON MANIRON MAN VOL. 1 #200 VOL. 1 #200

11
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THE SUPERHUMAN 
REGISTRATION ACT
HEROES IN CONFLICT

Even though in modern times many Super Heroes gave up their secret 
identities, others kept them, no matter what the cost. The clandestine 
nature of vigilante activities was considered by many to be outside the law, 
and the government was encouraged to take action... 

IIn a world politically divided 
and constantly threatened by 
global or cosmic crises, public 

opinion is ruled by a complex double 
standard. On the one hand, people 
thank Super Heroes for their 
efforts to control these threats 
— or the more mundane activity 
of various Super Villains — and 
on the other, they condemn 
their negative effects on 
society. It is easy to consider 
any person with superpowers 
as ‘armed and dangerous’ and from this kind of reasoning the 
MRA (Mutant Registration Act) was first created. As a natural 
extension, the Superhuman Registration Act came into being.

SRA: FIRST ATTEMPT
There have been quite a few Super Hero battles with disastrous 
consequences, such as the explosion of an antimatter bomb in 
New York, in a battle against the Latveria proxies (as related in 
Secret War #1-5), the attack by Hulk on Las Vegas when he was 
affected by a Hydra gamma bomb (Fantastic Four #533), or the 
accidents caused by mutants with out-of-control powers. The 
first attempt at control was the Commission on Superhuman 
Affairs directed by Valerie Cooper, who presented the problem 
as a new arms race. The idea was to recruit a government 
Super Hero force – Freedom Force first, X-Factor later. The 
Commission also attempted to bring different heroes to trial, 
notably Anthony Stark, Maria Hill and Timothy Dugan, for 
terrorism (Iron Man Vol. 4 #28).

SRA: SECOND ATTEMPT
The Super Heroes’ case reached the Senate, where initial 
legislation called the ‘Super-Powers Registration Act’ had 
been proposed. The testimony of the Fantastic Four – 

whose identities are public – was requested, but the sudden 
attack of some Super Villains put an end to the 

question. The team was accused, however, of 
orchestrating those attacks to give a timely 

indication of the value of their work.

Tony Stark used that same tactic 
when the hearings started on the now 
renamed Superhuman Registration Act 
(Amazing Spider-Man #530-531). Stark 

already foresaw that the Act might be 
approved, and intended to control 

its development (New Avengers: 
Illuminati #19). His plan was to gain 

time. “We buy a year here, a year 
there, and sooner or later these 

things die of their own weight,” 
before something disastrous 

happened. This strategy 
might have worked, but the 
Pro-registration side would 
soon get a new argument.
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 IRON MAN’S OPINION
Tony Stark saw himself as the only 
representative who could defend the Pro-
registration posture with guarantees. “Many 
of us feel that isn’t fair... many of us cite our 
countless acts of heroism, our uncompromising 
dedication to the principles of justice and moral 
virtue...  But the very people we’ve pledged to 
serve no longer trust us.” (Iron Man Vol. 4 #13)

9 SPIDER-MAN’S OPINION
Spider-Man changes his initial stance against 
Registration, as he claimed in Washington: 
“The problem is that after Registration always 
comes regulation... Guys like to get involved 
in things sometimes because nobody else 
will... Because it’s not in the rule book, or it’s 
politically inconvenient, or it’s too weird or.... 
simply because nobody else cares.” (From 
Amazing Spider-Man #531)
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STEP-BY-STEP ASSEMBLY

With just a screwdriver, 
following the detailed 
instructions in the 
assembly guide, you 
can easily build Iron 
Man’s armor,  
including all the  
electrical components 
necessary for the  
lighting effects.

This issue’s parts make up Iron Man’s helmet, complete with interior lighting and switch.  
The only tool needed is the screwdriver included with this issue. 

PARTS SUPPLIED WITH ISSUE 01

1 -   Fit the visor base (1D) into the main body of the helmet 
(1C) at the front, as shown. It has two tabs that will fit 
in place with gentle pressure. 
 
The battery case can be seen at the top of the helmet. 
It is important that the battery cover (1F) fits in place 
properly, so test-fit part 1F before continuing with the 
assembly.

2 -  The LED assembly (1G) comprises the battery case, two LEDs for the visor 
and part of the switch. Place the assembly (1G) with the hole in the battery 
case facing outwards and fix in place with an EM screw.

3 -  Fix the LED support (1E) inside the helmet with two EM 
screws as shown. The LEDs should point towards the 
visor base.

2 -  Place the LEDs (1G) in the holes of the LED support 
(1E) as shown above. They fit from behind with a 
little gentle pressure.

1 -  Position the support post (1H) inside 
the body of the helmet (1C) and fix in 
place with two  EM screws.

STAGE     LED ASSEMBLY1

STAGE          FITTING THE LEDs2

MARK III ARMOR
THE HELMET

ASSEMBLY TIPS
• Take care to prevent the screws from getting 

mixed up. Use the compartments you receive 
with this issue to keep them separate.

• Use the magnetized screwdriver to keep the 
screws in a vertical position, preventing them 
from getting twisted as you fix them in place.

A CR 1025 battery is 
included in this delivery 
so you can complete 
the head lighting.

Collector’s item intended for display.
This Iron Man model is not a toy. 

STEP BY STEP - 1

1A Mask1A Mask

1L Switch1L Switch 1M Helmet baseplate1M Helmet baseplate

 AP   AP  
2X4 mm2X4 mm

 BP   BP  
1.7X4 mm1.7X4 mm

   EM   EM  
1.7X4 mm1.7X4 mm

   EP   EP  
1.4X4 mm1.4X4 mm

1N Helmet support1N Helmet support 1O Mask part B1O Mask part B

ScrewdriverScrewdriver

1G LED assembly1G LED assembly

1C Helmet1C Helmet

1H Support post1H Support post 1I Helmet base1I Helmet base1F Battery cover1F Battery cover 1J  Left earpiece1J  Left earpiece

1K Right  1K Right  
earpieceearpiece

1D Visor base1D Visor base 1E LED support1E LED support1B Visor1B Visor

NOTE: The appearance of the pieces shown here  
may differ slightly from those delivered with the issue.

1H1H

1C1C

1G1G
EMEM

1G1G

1E1E

1D1D

1E1E

EMEM

EMEM

LEDLED

LEDLED

SwitchSwitch

Battery  Battery  
casecase
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5 -  Fix the part of the switch from the LED 
assembly onto the baseplate 1M with a 
BP screw, as shown. When the earpiece is 
turned, it connects the switch and turns 
on the LEDs. 

2 -  Put a battery sideways in the socket, noting the orientation -/+. 
To make insertion easier, use a pair of tweezers to move the 
spring aside. Fix the battery cover (1F) in place with an EP screw.

1 -  Bring together the two parts assembled in Stages 2 and 3. The support post (1H) fits into the hole in the base of 1M. 
Check that the parts are properly aligned, then fix them together with three EM screws, as shown. 

4 -  Fix the visor (1B) into the 
mask (1A) with an EM 
screw. Then fix mask part 
B (1O) with an EM screw. 
Push the mask onto the 
helmet; it is held in place 
with a magnet.

 STAGE         HELMET BASE AND SWITCH3

4 -   Insert assembled parts 1K and 1L into the slot in 1   I, as 
shown, with the post on 1L towards the baseplate 1M.

3 -  Fit the switch (part 1L) into the right earpiece (1K).  
IL fits into a groove in 1K and the post must be at the 
top of the switch. Fix it carefully with a  BP screw.

1 -   Place the helmet support (1N) onto the baseplate (1M) 
and fix it with three AP screws. The support will 
connect the helmet to the neck and should be  
secured firmly.

2 -  Place the assembly (1M + 1N) onto the helmet base, 
part 1I. Fix the parts together with two EM screws.

3 -  Put the left earpiece (1J) in place, which 
fastens with a magnet.

Once the helmet of the MARK III armor 
has been completed, turn on the eyes by 
turning the right earpiece.

FINAL

STAGE         FITTING THE MASK4

THE HELMET STEP BY STEP - 1

1M1M

1N1N

1I1I

1M+1N1M+1N

BPBP 1M+1N1M+1N

1K+1L1K+1L

1K+1L1K+1L

EMEM

1F1F

EPEP

EMEM

1 O1 O

1J1J1K1K

1L1L

BPBP

EMEM

1B1B
1A1A

APAP

EMEM

1H1H

++--
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E A S Y 
A S S E M B L Y

MODEL 1
THE BEGINNING OF IT ALLTHE ARM

OR

“A PERFECT, 
NEARLY INVINCIBLE, 

COMBINATION 
OF MAN AND 

MACHINERY THAT 
CAN BE TURNED 
AGAINST THOSE 

WHO ENSLAVE US!”
PROFESSOR YINSEN, 
IRON MAN VOL. 1 #1

Built in despair and with limited means, Iron Man’s first armor was 
the work of two geniuses, and its design and appearance were of 
secondary importance. Introduced in Tales of Suspense # 39,  
it would be replaced in the next issue.

AAt the beginning of his superhero career, Tony Stark had to use the 
chest plate of his iron armor as a life-saving device, keeping it 
charged at all times. When he wore the rest of his armor, however, 

it was time to be a hero!

SCIENCE FICTION?
The Model 1, or Mark I Iron Man armor was completely bulletproof, and 
the ‘miniaturized transistors’ invented by Tony Stark allowed him to 
control the dual powers of electricity and magnetism. They gave energy 

to his air-pressure jets – with which Iron Man could jump, but not fly 
– and they could overpower any magnet to attract and repel 

objects. The armor had a small saw hidden in the index 
finger, and suction cups that enabled Stark to cling to 

the ceiling. And yet, even in his first battle against 
the forces of the warlord Wong-Chu, it was Stark’s 

ingenuity that won the fight.

In that first model, some key elements were already in place. In Tales 
of Suspense #40, it was shown for the first time how Tony Stark 
changed between his civilian identity and his Super Hero alter ego 
– the secret of his briefcase. This essential piece of a businessman’s 
kit had an ‘X-ray proof’ compartment, in which Tony Stark kept the 
miniaturized pieces of his armor. Then he just needed to find a safe 
place away from outside eyes and put it on, as he explained, ‘in a 
matter of seconds’. Iron Man wore the original gray armor until, 
during a crisis at the zoo, he realized that his appearance terrified 
‘women and children as if I was a monster,’ and so he began his long 
list of improvements.

REMEMBERING THE PAST
Although the Model 1 armor had a very short active life, it can 
still be seen on many occasions. It usually appears in Tony Stark’s 
workshop, and also in flashback scenes about the origin of the 
superhero. These include the version in Iron Man Vol. 1, a reworking 
by Archie Goodwin and Gene Colan, and the spectacular version 
that Warren Ellis and Adi Granov offered in the ‘Extremis’ storyline 
in Iron Man Vol. 4 #1-6. Perhaps one of the most unexpected 
appearances was in Invincible Iron Man Vol. 2 #18, by Matt Fraction 
and Salvador Larroca, in which a regressive Stark faced the Iron 
Patriot piloted by Norman Osborne with his original armor. It was 
an uneven duel between the past and the future, resolved again 
thanks to cunning. Because the Model 1 is the essence of Iron Man... 
and the armor is nothing without its pilot.

9

FOLDING ARMOR
The first appearance of Tony Stark’s briefcase 
in Tales of Suspense # 40, which is logically 
followed by the first assembly sequence of the 
superhero’s armor.

9“I AM IRON MAN”
Tony Stark wore the Model 1 armor in Invincible 
Iron Man Vol. 2 #18.

9The action moves to Afghanistan
in a spectacular illustrated sequence
by Adi Granov.

11

11

« I AM IRON MAN »

PERFECT DETAIL IN GOLD 
AND RED PAINT

IIn the mid Eighties, the Iron Man collection began the countdown to 
issue 200. Perhaps because of this approaching milestone, writer 
Denny O’Neil offered a gripping and memorable story, bringing 

back a charismatic rival and offering a new beginning for 
his main character. Tony Stark, the original Iron Man, 

could not be missing from his own party, and so the 
plot sought to reunite man and armor as the best way 
to celebrate the anniversary.

At that time, Tony Stark had lost control 
of his company, Stark International, 

to Obadiah Stane – who had 
rebranded it Stane International. 
Stark had barely recovered 
from his personal difficulties 
and was reluctant to take back 
his golden armor from his good 
friend Jim Rhodes, so he joined a 

company called Circuits Maximus, 
a technical startup in Silicon Valley, 
with brother and sister Morley and 

Clytemnestra Erwin. 

“Life is a game,” Obadiah Stane declares coldly in Iron Man Vol. 1 
#198. In his appearances in the comic, this ruthless business 
tycoon never left any doubt that he only played to win.

“DON’T CALL ME  
IRON MAN,  

I’VE BEEN SAYING IT 
FOR MONTHS.”  

TONY STARK, 
IRON MAN VOL. 1 #200
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SYMPHONY OF DESTRUCTION
For Obadiah Stane it was not enough to have beaten Stark: he wanted 
him destroyed. So he sent squads of masked goons to kidnap people 
including Stark’s secretary Mrs Arbogast and his ex-girlfriend Bethany 
Cabe, then Stane’s resident mad scientist Dr Theron Atlanta manipulated 
the feelings and loyalties of these hostages. Stane’s cruel strategy was 
to play with Stark’s friends’ lives, until he fell again into the spiral of self-
destruction he had just escaped. At Circuits Maximus, they soon realized 
that Stane must be behind the kidnappings, but their first attempts to 
derail his plans came to nothing. (Jim Rhodes, wearing the Iron Man 
suit, is shown on the cover of #199 crashing through the cockpit of the 
helicopter where Happy Hogan was a prisoner.) 

Despite having guessed Stane’s objective, Tony could not rescue Timothy 
Anders – the orphaned son of a woman who died in his arms during 
a snow storm in New York at the time when he hit bottom – despite 
having travelling as fast as he could to help.

9FACE TO FACE
The double pages of Iron Man Vol. 1  
#200 show the two rivals as knights 
preparing for a joust.

9

 Iron Man cover detail Vol. 1 #199.

unmasked 
The last game of Obadiah Stane

1111

LED LIGHTS IN CHEST 
REACTOR, GLOVES,  
BOOTS AND HELMET

GREAT RANGE  
OF MOVEMENT

52 INDIVIDUAL 
JOINTS

METAL AND INJECTION-
MOLDED PLASTIC PARTS 

ALL PIECES HAVE BEEN 
DESIGNED, SCULPTED 
AND PAINTED TO THE 
FINEST DETAIL

BATTERIES INCLUDED

JOINTED 
MODELIncredibly detailed, 

fully jointed and 
complete with 

SPECTACULAR 
LIGHT EFFECTS,  

this SUPERB
 LARGE-SCALE 

reproduction of the 
MARK III ARMOR
is available as an 

exclusive edition. It’s 
an offer no Marvel 

fan can resist!

EXCLUSIVE

MARK III Model

24 IN
CH

ES

ARMOR PLATES 
LIFT TO REVEAL 
DETAILS INSIDE 

AERODYNAMIC 
FLAPS OPEN ON 
LEGS AND BACK

(1) Iron Man Mark III 
model (24 inches high) 
stands on this special 

base with light effects, 
exclusively designed  

for the collection. 
 It will be delivered to you 
throughout the collection, 

supplied in 15 parts. 

Iron M
an illustrations shown are of the m

odel prototype, 
not im

ages from
 the m

ovie.

(1)

Collector’s item intended for display. This Iron Man model is not a toy. 

Base supplied separately to the model.

RECEIVE THIS INCREDIBLE LIGHT-UP BASE FOR YOUR RECEIVE THIS INCREDIBLE LIGHT-UP BASE FOR YOUR 
IRON MAN MARK III ARMOR AS A SPECIAL GIFT.  IRON MAN MARK III ARMOR AS A SPECIAL GIFT.    

Display your Iron Man 
Mark III on this special 
large-size illuminated 
base. Made in metal, it 
is inspired by designs 
from the movies, 
with stunning lighting 
effects. The base is a 
perfect complement to 
your amazing model. 

It will be delivered to you 
throughout the collection, 
supplied in 15 parts.

THE BASE FOR  
YOUR INCREDIBLE 
IRON MAN!

Diameter: 20 inches approx 
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Exclusive

Receive all the pieces 
you need to assemble 

this base for Iron Man’s 
Mark III armor

Collector’s item intended  
for display. This Iron Man 
model is not a toy.  
Iron Man illustrations  
shown are of the model 
prototype, not images  
from the movie.

LIGHT-UP BASE

22NDND GIFT GIFT
• IRON MAN CAP• IRON MAN CAP
Be part of team Iron Man  Be part of team Iron Man  
with this fantastic cap,  with this fantastic cap,  
featuring the iconic Iron Man  featuring the iconic Iron Man  
and Marvel logos. and Marvel logos. 

One size fits all, adjustable.One size fits all, adjustable.

YOU WILL RECEIVE THESE SPECTACULAR GIFTS YOU WILL RECEIVE THESE SPECTACULAR GIFTS   

FS0_Iron-Man_US_Boost_PAGINATION_US.indd   1 FS0_Iron-Man_US_Boost_PAGINATION_US.indd   110/02/2021   10:46 10/02/2021   10:46
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IRON MAN’S ARC REACTOR, 
REPULSORS AND EYES 
LIGHT UP

55THTH GIFT GIFT
• IRON MAN  • IRON MAN  
BACKPACKBACKPACK
Complete your Iron Man kit with this Complete your Iron Man kit with this 
exclusive backpack designed for collectors.exclusive backpack designed for collectors.

44THTH GIFT GIFT
• IRON MAN POWER PACK• IRON MAN POWER PACK
This 2600 MAH lithium battery can recharge This 2600 MAH lithium battery can recharge 
your phone wherever you are. Customized  your phone wherever you are. Customized  
with an Arc Reactor design and the Iron Man with an Arc Reactor design and the Iron Man 
logo, it’s technology worthy of Tony Stark.logo, it’s technology worthy of Tony Stark.

66THTH GIFT GIFT
• LIGHT-UP BASE• LIGHT-UP BASE
Display your Iron Man Mark III on this exclusive Display your Iron Man Mark III on this exclusive 
base, inspired by designs from the movies, with base, inspired by designs from the movies, with 
stunning lighting effects. It will be delivered to you stunning lighting effects. It will be delivered to you 
throughout the collection, supplied in 15 parts.throughout the collection, supplied in 15 parts.

Diameter: 20 inches approx.Diameter: 20 inches approx.

Support stand included.Support stand included.

33RDRD GIFT GIFT
• ARC REACTOR T-SHIRT• ARC REACTOR T-SHIRT
The Arc Reactor, the power at the heart of Iron Man’s armor,  The Arc Reactor, the power at the heart of Iron Man’s armor,  
is recreated on this fantastic T-shirt that glows in the dark!is recreated on this fantastic T-shirt that glows in the dark!

SIZE: SIZE: available in large size only available in large size only  MATERIAL:  MATERIAL: 100% cotton.100% cotton.
 Items may differ from the illustrations shown. If gifts become unavailable they will be replaced by others of equal or greater value. 

11STST GIFT GIFT
• 3 IRON MAN POSTERS• 3 IRON MAN POSTERS
Three stunning large-sized posters Three stunning large-sized posters 
showing Hulkbuster Iron Man,  showing Hulkbuster Iron Man,  
Iron Man above the Avengers HQ  Iron Man above the Avengers HQ  
and Iron Man with the Avengers. and Iron Man with the Avengers. 

Dimensions: 16 x 10 inches Dimensions: 16 x 10 inches 
presented in a custom folder.presented in a custom folder.

Discover everything there is to know about one of the most famous 
characters in the Marvel Universe. With no superpowers of his own, 
Tony Stark used his creative genius to build his spectacular armor,  
and earned his place among the defenders of the planet.

THE SECRET STORY OF AN INCREDIBLE HERO
THE ADVENTURES. Explore Iron Man’s incredible superhero career through 
his greatest adventures, from his origins in the 1960s to the present day.

THE COMICS. Discover the secrets of  
the Marvel Universe, through the 
story of one of its greatest heroes.

THE ARMORS.  
Every Iron Man armor, 
from the original to the 
most specialized models.

A SUPERB REPLICA  
OF IRON MAN’S  
MARK III ARMOR

BUILD TONY STARK’S LEGENDARY MARK III ARMOR

TONY STARK used his genius as an inventor to create the armor 
of a modern-day knight. The MARK III ARMOR is the culmination 
of his incredible skills and the unmistakable symbol of the most 

iconic and charismatic hero of the MARVEL UNIVERSE.

IRON MAN IRON MAN 
COMIC HISTORYCOMIC HISTORY

iconic  iconic  
armor of armor of 
iron maniron man

Discover the history of Iron Man
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MOVIE MOVIE 
SPECIAL SPECIAL 

ISSUEISSUE

build build 
the mark IIIthe mark III

armorarmor
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IRON MAN’s IRON MAN’s 
FIRST FIRST 
ADVENTURESADVENTURES

THE SUPERHUMAN THE SUPERHUMAN 
REGISTRATION ACTREGISTRATION ACT

BUILD THE BUILD THE 
MARK III MARK III 

ARMORARMOR

DISCOVER THE HISTORY OF IRON MAN

22 Stane was a ruthless man, whose own 
personal traumas – his father died 
in front of him after an insane game 
of Russian roulette – had warped his 
perspective. Life for him was really 
no more than a game of chance, 
and when Tony Stark asked why 
he had become Stane’s target, 
he could only declare “I sought 
around for a worthy opponent, 
and in you I found one. No game is 
worth playing without formidable 
opposition.” When the game 
was ended, Iron Man had the last 
words: “Somebody lost”.

In his next attack, Stane sent a parcel bomb that blew 
up the headquarters of Circuits Maximus. Rhodes was 
injured and put out of action, while shy genius Morley 
Erwin was killed by the explosion. Clytemnestra 
blamed Stark, but Tony did not respond as expected: 
instead of breaking down, his anger made him more 
determined. 

He recovered his new Silver Centurion armor, kept at 
the West Coast Avengers base, and flew to New York 

to confront Stane. Iron Man was back! This new silver 
and red armor, with stealth mode, disruptor 

fields, thermal shields and pulse bolts, more 
than matched Stane’s initial opposition. 
However, Stane had one last terrible card up his 

sleeve to play. From some abandoned scribbled 

IN THE COMICS

notebooks of Tony’s, Stane had reverse-engineered 
a prototype armor and named it the Iron Monger. 
Obsessed with winning and with finally getting rid 
of his rival, Obadiah himself donned the suit to face 
Iron Man. The rivals were well matched: where Iron 
Monger’s repulsors were stronger, Iron Man was faster.
 
But the minds within the armor were not evenly 
matched in the duel. As Tony got the upper hand, 
Obadiah did not hesitate to use his hostages as 
human shields. Stark finally worked out the truth. 
Stane’s perfect control of the armor on his first try, 
and the odd signal he kept detecting, betrayed the 
fact that the suit was being computer-controlled 
remotely from a nearby building. On destroying the 
link, Stane was rendered helpless, and coldly chose 
the easy way out rather than surrender. 

Duel of the titansDuel of the titans

“HE IS NOT DESTROYED.  “HE IS NOT DESTROYED.  
HE IS NOT VANQUISHED.  HE IS NOT VANQUISHED.  

HE IS NOT GROVELING IN HE IS NOT GROVELING IN 
THE GUTTER. HE IS HERE. THE GUTTER. HE IS HERE. 

HE IS DEMANDING A HE IS DEMANDING A 
CONFRONTATION!”CONFRONTATION!”

OBADIAH STANE,OBADIAH STANE,
IRON MANIRON MAN VOL. 1 #200 VOL. 1 #200

11
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THE SUPERHUMAN 
REGISTRATION ACT
HEROES IN CONFLICT

Even though in modern times many Super Heroes gave up their secret 
identities, others kept them, no matter what the cost. The clandestine 
nature of vigilante activities was considered by many to be outside the law, 
and the government was encouraged to take action... 

IIn a world politically divided 
and constantly threatened by 
global or cosmic crises, public 

opinion is ruled by a complex double 
standard. On the one hand, people 
thank Super Heroes for their 
efforts to control these threats 
— or the more mundane activity 
of various Super Villains — and 
on the other, they condemn 
their negative effects on 
society. It is easy to consider 
any person with superpowers 
as ‘armed and dangerous’ and from this kind of reasoning the 
MRA (Mutant Registration Act) was first created. As a natural 
extension, the Superhuman Registration Act came into being.

SRA: FIRST ATTEMPT
There have been quite a few Super Hero battles with disastrous 
consequences, such as the explosion of an antimatter bomb in 
New York, in a battle against the Latveria proxies (as related in 
Secret War #1-5), the attack by Hulk on Las Vegas when he was 
affected by a Hydra gamma bomb (Fantastic Four #533), or the 
accidents caused by mutants with out-of-control powers. The 
first attempt at control was the Commission on Superhuman 
Affairs directed by Valerie Cooper, who presented the problem 
as a new arms race. The idea was to recruit a government 
Super Hero force – Freedom Force first, X-Factor later. The 
Commission also attempted to bring different heroes to trial, 
notably Anthony Stark, Maria Hill and Timothy Dugan, for 
terrorism (Iron Man Vol. 4 #28).

SRA: SECOND ATTEMPT
The Super Heroes’ case reached the Senate, where initial 
legislation called the ‘Super-Powers Registration Act’ had 
been proposed. The testimony of the Fantastic Four – 

whose identities are public – was requested, but the sudden 
attack of some Super Villains put an end to the 

question. The team was accused, however, of 
orchestrating those attacks to give a timely 

indication of the value of their work.

Tony Stark used that same tactic 
when the hearings started on the now 
renamed Superhuman Registration Act 
(Amazing Spider-Man #530-531). Stark 

already foresaw that the Act might be 
approved, and intended to control 

its development (New Avengers: 
Illuminati #19). His plan was to gain 

time. “We buy a year here, a year 
there, and sooner or later these 

things die of their own weight,” 
before something disastrous 

happened. This strategy 
might have worked, but the 
Pro-registration side would 
soon get a new argument.

9

 IRON MAN’S OPINION
Tony Stark saw himself as the only 
representative who could defend the Pro-
registration posture with guarantees. “Many 
of us feel that isn’t fair... many of us cite our 
countless acts of heroism, our uncompromising 
dedication to the principles of justice and moral 
virtue...  But the very people we’ve pledged to 
serve no longer trust us.” (Iron Man Vol. 4 #13)

9 SPIDER-MAN’S OPINION
Spider-Man changes his initial stance against 
Registration, as he claimed in Washington: 
“The problem is that after Registration always 
comes regulation... Guys like to get involved 
in things sometimes because nobody else 
will... Because it’s not in the rule book, or it’s 
politically inconvenient, or it’s too weird or.... 
simply because nobody else cares.” (From 
Amazing Spider-Man #531)
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STEP-BY-STEP ASSEMBLY

With just a screwdriver, 
following the detailed 
instructions in the 
assembly guide, you 
can easily build Iron 
Man’s armor,  
including all the  
electrical components 
necessary for the  
lighting effects.

This issue’s parts make up Iron Man’s helmet, complete with interior lighting and switch.  
The only tool needed is the screwdriver included with this issue. 

PARTS SUPPLIED WITH ISSUE 01

1 -   Fit the visor base (1D) into the main body of the helmet 
(1C) at the front, as shown. It has two tabs that will fit 
in place with gentle pressure. 
 
The battery case can be seen at the top of the helmet. 
It is important that the battery cover (1F) fits in place 
properly, so test-fit part 1F before continuing with the 
assembly.

2 -  The LED assembly (1G) comprises the battery case, two LEDs for the visor 
and part of the switch. Place the assembly (1G) with the hole in the battery 
case facing outwards and fix in place with an EM screw.

3 -  Fix the LED support (1E) inside the helmet with two EM 
screws as shown. The LEDs should point towards the 
visor base.

2 -  Place the LEDs (1G) in the holes of the LED support 
(1E) as shown above. They fit from behind with a 
little gentle pressure.

1 -  Position the support post (1H) inside 
the body of the helmet (1C) and fix in 
place with two  EM screws.

STAGE     LED ASSEMBLY1

STAGE          FITTING THE LEDs2

MARK III ARMOR
THE HELMET

ASSEMBLY TIPS
• Take care to prevent the screws from getting 

mixed up. Use the compartments you receive 
with this issue to keep them separate.

• Use the magnetized screwdriver to keep the 
screws in a vertical position, preventing them 
from getting twisted as you fix them in place.

A CR 1025 battery is 
included in this delivery 
so you can complete 
the head lighting.

Collector’s item intended for display.
This Iron Man model is not a toy. 

STEP BY STEP - 1

1A Mask1A Mask

1L Switch1L Switch 1M Helmet baseplate1M Helmet baseplate

 AP   AP  
2X4 mm2X4 mm

 BP   BP  
1.7X4 mm1.7X4 mm

   EM   EM  
1.7X4 mm1.7X4 mm

   EP   EP  
1.4X4 mm1.4X4 mm

1N Helmet support1N Helmet support 1O Mask part B1O Mask part B

ScrewdriverScrewdriver

1G LED assembly1G LED assembly

1C Helmet1C Helmet

1H Support post1H Support post 1I Helmet base1I Helmet base1F Battery cover1F Battery cover 1J  Left earpiece1J  Left earpiece

1K Right  1K Right  
earpieceearpiece

1D Visor base1D Visor base 1E LED support1E LED support1B Visor1B Visor

NOTE: The appearance of the pieces shown here  
may differ slightly from those delivered with the issue.

1H1H

1C1C

1G1G
EMEM

1G1G

1E1E

1D1D

1E1E

EMEM

EMEM

LEDLED

LEDLED

SwitchSwitch

Battery  Battery  
casecase
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5 -  Fix the part of the switch from the LED 
assembly onto the baseplate 1M with a 
BP screw, as shown. When the earpiece is 
turned, it connects the switch and turns 
on the LEDs. 

2 -  Put a battery sideways in the socket, noting the orientation -/+. 
To make insertion easier, use a pair of tweezers to move the 
spring aside. Fix the battery cover (1F) in place with an EP screw.

1 -  Bring together the two parts assembled in Stages 2 and 3. The support post (1H) fits into the hole in the base of 1M. 
Check that the parts are properly aligned, then fix them together with three EM screws, as shown. 

4 -  Fix the visor (1B) into the 
mask (1A) with an EM 
screw. Then fix mask part 
B (1O) with an EM screw. 
Push the mask onto the 
helmet; it is held in place 
with a magnet.

 STAGE         HELMET BASE AND SWITCH3

4 -   Insert assembled parts 1K and 1L into the slot in 1   I, as 
shown, with the post on 1L towards the baseplate 1M.

3 -  Fit the switch (part 1L) into the right earpiece (1K).  
IL fits into a groove in 1K and the post must be at the 
top of the switch. Fix it carefully with a  BP screw.

1 -   Place the helmet support (1N) onto the baseplate (1M) 
and fix it with three AP screws. The support will 
connect the helmet to the neck and should be  
secured firmly.

2 -  Place the assembly (1M + 1N) onto the helmet base, 
part 1I. Fix the parts together with two EM screws.

3 -  Put the left earpiece (1J) in place, which 
fastens with a magnet.

Once the helmet of the MARK III armor 
has been completed, turn on the eyes by 
turning the right earpiece.

FINAL

STAGE         FITTING THE MASK4

THE HELMET STEP BY STEP - 1

1M1M

1N1N

1I1I

1M+1N1M+1N

BPBP 1M+1N1M+1N

1K+1L1K+1L

1K+1L1K+1L

EMEM

1F1F

EPEP

EMEM

1 O1 O

1J1J1K1K

1L1L

BPBP

EMEM

1B1B
1A1A

APAP

EMEM

1H1H

++--
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MODEL 1
THE BEGINNING OF IT ALLTHE ARM

OR

“A PERFECT, 
NEARLY INVINCIBLE, 

COMBINATION 
OF MAN AND 

MACHINERY THAT 
CAN BE TURNED 
AGAINST THOSE 

WHO ENSLAVE US!”
PROFESSOR YINSEN, 
IRON MAN VOL. 1 #1

Built in despair and with limited means, Iron Man’s first armor was 
the work of two geniuses, and its design and appearance were of 
secondary importance. Introduced in Tales of Suspense # 39,  
it would be replaced in the next issue.

AAt the beginning of his superhero career, Tony Stark had to use the 
chest plate of his iron armor as a life-saving device, keeping it 
charged at all times. When he wore the rest of his armor, however, 

it was time to be a hero!

SCIENCE FICTION?
The Model 1, or Mark I Iron Man armor was completely bulletproof, and 
the ‘miniaturized transistors’ invented by Tony Stark allowed him to 
control the dual powers of electricity and magnetism. They gave energy 

to his air-pressure jets – with which Iron Man could jump, but not fly 
– and they could overpower any magnet to attract and repel 

objects. The armor had a small saw hidden in the index 
finger, and suction cups that enabled Stark to cling to 

the ceiling. And yet, even in his first battle against 
the forces of the warlord Wong-Chu, it was Stark’s 

ingenuity that won the fight.

In that first model, some key elements were already in place. In Tales 
of Suspense #40, it was shown for the first time how Tony Stark 
changed between his civilian identity and his Super Hero alter ego 
– the secret of his briefcase. This essential piece of a businessman’s 
kit had an ‘X-ray proof’ compartment, in which Tony Stark kept the 
miniaturized pieces of his armor. Then he just needed to find a safe 
place away from outside eyes and put it on, as he explained, ‘in a 
matter of seconds’. Iron Man wore the original gray armor until, 
during a crisis at the zoo, he realized that his appearance terrified 
‘women and children as if I was a monster,’ and so he began his long 
list of improvements.

REMEMBERING THE PAST
Although the Model 1 armor had a very short active life, it can 
still be seen on many occasions. It usually appears in Tony Stark’s 
workshop, and also in flashback scenes about the origin of the 
superhero. These include the version in Iron Man Vol. 1, a reworking 
by Archie Goodwin and Gene Colan, and the spectacular version 
that Warren Ellis and Adi Granov offered in the ‘Extremis’ storyline 
in Iron Man Vol. 4 #1-6. Perhaps one of the most unexpected 
appearances was in Invincible Iron Man Vol. 2 #18, by Matt Fraction 
and Salvador Larroca, in which a regressive Stark faced the Iron 
Patriot piloted by Norman Osborne with his original armor. It was 
an uneven duel between the past and the future, resolved again 
thanks to cunning. Because the Model 1 is the essence of Iron Man... 
and the armor is nothing without its pilot.

9

FOLDING ARMOR
The first appearance of Tony Stark’s briefcase 
in Tales of Suspense # 40, which is logically 
followed by the first assembly sequence of the 
superhero’s armor.

9“I AM IRON MAN”
Tony Stark wore the Model 1 armor in Invincible 
Iron Man Vol. 2 #18.

9The action moves to Afghanistan
in a spectacular illustrated sequence
by Adi Granov.

11

11

« I AM IRON MAN »

PERFECT DETAIL IN GOLD 
AND RED PAINT

IIn the mid Eighties, the Iron Man collection began the countdown to 
issue 200. Perhaps because of this approaching milestone, writer 
Denny O’Neil offered a gripping and memorable story, bringing 

back a charismatic rival and offering a new beginning for 
his main character. Tony Stark, the original Iron Man, 

could not be missing from his own party, and so the 
plot sought to reunite man and armor as the best way 
to celebrate the anniversary.

At that time, Tony Stark had lost control 
of his company, Stark International, 

to Obadiah Stane – who had 
rebranded it Stane International. 
Stark had barely recovered 
from his personal difficulties 
and was reluctant to take back 
his golden armor from his good 
friend Jim Rhodes, so he joined a 

company called Circuits Maximus, 
a technical startup in Silicon Valley, 
with brother and sister Morley and 

Clytemnestra Erwin. 

“Life is a game,” Obadiah Stane declares coldly in Iron Man Vol. 1 
#198. In his appearances in the comic, this ruthless business 
tycoon never left any doubt that he only played to win.

“DON’T CALL ME  
IRON MAN,  

I’VE BEEN SAYING IT 
FOR MONTHS.”  

TONY STARK, 
IRON MAN VOL. 1 #200
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SYMPHONY OF DESTRUCTION
For Obadiah Stane it was not enough to have beaten Stark: he wanted 
him destroyed. So he sent squads of masked goons to kidnap people 
including Stark’s secretary Mrs Arbogast and his ex-girlfriend Bethany 
Cabe, then Stane’s resident mad scientist Dr Theron Atlanta manipulated 
the feelings and loyalties of these hostages. Stane’s cruel strategy was 
to play with Stark’s friends’ lives, until he fell again into the spiral of self-
destruction he had just escaped. At Circuits Maximus, they soon realized 
that Stane must be behind the kidnappings, but their first attempts to 
derail his plans came to nothing. (Jim Rhodes, wearing the Iron Man 
suit, is shown on the cover of #199 crashing through the cockpit of the 
helicopter where Happy Hogan was a prisoner.) 

Despite having guessed Stane’s objective, Tony could not rescue Timothy 
Anders – the orphaned son of a woman who died in his arms during 
a snow storm in New York at the time when he hit bottom – despite 
having travelling as fast as he could to help.

9FACE TO FACE
The double pages of Iron Man Vol. 1  
#200 show the two rivals as knights 
preparing for a joust.

9

 Iron Man cover detail Vol. 1 #199.

unmasked 
The last game of Obadiah Stane
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LED LIGHTS IN CHEST 
REACTOR, GLOVES,  
BOOTS AND HELMET

GREAT RANGE  
OF MOVEMENT

52 INDIVIDUAL 
JOINTS

METAL AND INJECTION-
MOLDED PLASTIC PARTS 

ALL PIECES HAVE BEEN 
DESIGNED, SCULPTED 
AND PAINTED TO THE 
FINEST DETAIL

BATTERIES INCLUDED

JOINTED 
MODELIncredibly detailed, 

fully jointed and 
complete with 

SPECTACULAR 
LIGHT EFFECTS,  

this SUPERB
 LARGE-SCALE 

reproduction of the 
MARK III ARMOR
is available as an 

exclusive edition. It’s 
an offer no Marvel 

fan can resist!

EXCLUSIVE

MARK III Model

24 IN
CH

ES

ARMOR PLATES 
LIFT TO REVEAL 
DETAILS INSIDE 

AERODYNAMIC 
FLAPS OPEN ON 
LEGS AND BACK

(1) Iron Man Mark III 
model (24 inches high) 
stands on this special 

base with light effects, 
exclusively designed  

for the collection. 
 It will be delivered to you 
throughout the collection, 

supplied in 15 parts. 

Iron M
an illustrations shown are of the m

odel prototype, 
not im

ages from
 the m

ovie.

(1)

Collector’s item intended for display. This Iron Man model is not a toy. 

Base supplied separately to the model.

RECEIVE THIS INCREDIBLE LIGHT-UP BASE FOR YOUR RECEIVE THIS INCREDIBLE LIGHT-UP BASE FOR YOUR 
IRON MAN MARK III ARMOR AS A SPECIAL GIFT.  IRON MAN MARK III ARMOR AS A SPECIAL GIFT.    

Display your Iron Man 
Mark III on this special 
large-size illuminated 
base. Made in metal, it 
is inspired by designs 
from the movies, 
with stunning lighting 
effects. The base is a 
perfect complement to 
your amazing model. 

It will be delivered to you 
throughout the collection, 
supplied in 15 parts.

THE BASE FOR  
YOUR INCREDIBLE 
IRON MAN!

Diameter: 20 inches approx 
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Exclusive

Receive all the pieces 
you need to assemble 

this base for Iron Man’s 
Mark III armor

Collector’s item intended  
for display. This Iron Man 
model is not a toy.  
Iron Man illustrations  
shown are of the model 
prototype, not images  
from the movie.

LIGHT-UP BASE

22NDND GIFT GIFT
• IRON MAN CAP• IRON MAN CAP
Be part of team Iron Man  Be part of team Iron Man  
with this fantastic cap,  with this fantastic cap,  
featuring the iconic Iron Man  featuring the iconic Iron Man  
and Marvel logos. and Marvel logos. 

One size fits all, adjustable.One size fits all, adjustable.

YOU WILL RECEIVE THESE SPECTACULAR GIFTS YOU WILL RECEIVE THESE SPECTACULAR GIFTS   

FS0_Iron-Man_US_Boost_PAGINATION_US.indd   1 FS0_Iron-Man_US_Boost_PAGINATION_US.indd   110/02/2021   10:46 10/02/2021   10:46
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IRON MAN’S ARC REACTOR, 
REPULSORS AND EYES 
LIGHT UP

55THTH GIFT GIFT
• IRON MAN  • IRON MAN  
BACKPACKBACKPACK
Complete your Iron Man kit with this Complete your Iron Man kit with this 
exclusive backpack designed for collectors.exclusive backpack designed for collectors.

44THTH GIFT GIFT
• IRON MAN POWER PACK• IRON MAN POWER PACK
This 2600 MAH lithium battery can recharge This 2600 MAH lithium battery can recharge 
your phone wherever you are. Customized  your phone wherever you are. Customized  
with an Arc Reactor design and the Iron Man with an Arc Reactor design and the Iron Man 
logo, it’s technology worthy of Tony Stark.logo, it’s technology worthy of Tony Stark.

66THTH GIFT GIFT
• LIGHT-UP BASE• LIGHT-UP BASE
Display your Iron Man Mark III on this exclusive Display your Iron Man Mark III on this exclusive 
base, inspired by designs from the movies, with base, inspired by designs from the movies, with 
stunning lighting effects. It will be delivered to you stunning lighting effects. It will be delivered to you 
throughout the collection, supplied in 15 parts.throughout the collection, supplied in 15 parts.

Diameter: 20 inches approx.Diameter: 20 inches approx.

Support stand included.Support stand included.

33RDRD GIFT GIFT
• ARC REACTOR T-SHIRT• ARC REACTOR T-SHIRT
The Arc Reactor, the power at the heart of Iron Man’s armor,  The Arc Reactor, the power at the heart of Iron Man’s armor,  
is recreated on this fantastic T-shirt that glows in the dark!is recreated on this fantastic T-shirt that glows in the dark!

SIZE: SIZE: available in large size only available in large size only  MATERIAL:  MATERIAL: 100% cotton.100% cotton.
 Items may differ from the illustrations shown. If gifts become unavailable they will be replaced by others of equal or greater value. 

11STST GIFT GIFT
• 3 IRON MAN POSTERS• 3 IRON MAN POSTERS
Three stunning large-sized posters Three stunning large-sized posters 
showing Hulkbuster Iron Man,  showing Hulkbuster Iron Man,  
Iron Man above the Avengers HQ  Iron Man above the Avengers HQ  
and Iron Man with the Avengers. and Iron Man with the Avengers. 

Dimensions: 16 x 10 inches Dimensions: 16 x 10 inches 
presented in a custom folder.presented in a custom folder.

Discover everything there is to know about one of the most famous 
characters in the Marvel Universe. With no superpowers of his own, 
Tony Stark used his creative genius to build his spectacular armor,  
and earned his place among the defenders of the planet.

THE SECRET STORY OF AN INCREDIBLE HERO
THE ADVENTURES. Explore Iron Man’s incredible superhero career through 
his greatest adventures, from his origins in the 1960s to the present day.

THE COMICS. Discover the secrets of  
the Marvel Universe, through the 
story of one of its greatest heroes.

THE ARMORS.  
Every Iron Man armor, 
from the original to the 
most specialized models.

A SUPERB REPLICA  
OF IRON MAN’S  
MARK III ARMOR

BUILD TONY STARK’S LEGENDARY MARK III ARMOR

TONY STARK used his genius as an inventor to create the armor 
of a modern-day knight. The MARK III ARMOR is the culmination 
of his incredible skills and the unmistakable symbol of the most 

iconic and charismatic hero of the MARVEL UNIVERSE.

IRON MAN IRON MAN 
COMIC HISTORYCOMIC HISTORY

iconic  iconic  
armor of armor of 
iron maniron man

Discover the history of Iron Man
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MOVIE MOVIE 
SPECIAL SPECIAL 

ISSUEISSUE

build build 
the mark IIIthe mark III

armorarmor
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IRON MAN’s IRON MAN’s 
FIRST FIRST 
ADVENTURESADVENTURES

THE SUPERHUMAN THE SUPERHUMAN 
REGISTRATION ACTREGISTRATION ACT

BUILD THE BUILD THE 
MARK III MARK III 

ARMORARMOR

DISCOVER THE HISTORY OF IRON MAN

22 Stane was a ruthless man, whose own 
personal traumas – his father died 
in front of him after an insane game 
of Russian roulette – had warped his 
perspective. Life for him was really 
no more than a game of chance, 
and when Tony Stark asked why 
he had become Stane’s target, 
he could only declare “I sought 
around for a worthy opponent, 
and in you I found one. No game is 
worth playing without formidable 
opposition.” When the game 
was ended, Iron Man had the last 
words: “Somebody lost”.

In his next attack, Stane sent a parcel bomb that blew 
up the headquarters of Circuits Maximus. Rhodes was 
injured and put out of action, while shy genius Morley 
Erwin was killed by the explosion. Clytemnestra 
blamed Stark, but Tony did not respond as expected: 
instead of breaking down, his anger made him more 
determined. 

He recovered his new Silver Centurion armor, kept at 
the West Coast Avengers base, and flew to New York 

to confront Stane. Iron Man was back! This new silver 
and red armor, with stealth mode, disruptor 

fields, thermal shields and pulse bolts, more 
than matched Stane’s initial opposition. 
However, Stane had one last terrible card up his 

sleeve to play. From some abandoned scribbled 

IN THE COMICS

notebooks of Tony’s, Stane had reverse-engineered 
a prototype armor and named it the Iron Monger. 
Obsessed with winning and with finally getting rid 
of his rival, Obadiah himself donned the suit to face 
Iron Man. The rivals were well matched: where Iron 
Monger’s repulsors were stronger, Iron Man was faster.
 
But the minds within the armor were not evenly 
matched in the duel. As Tony got the upper hand, 
Obadiah did not hesitate to use his hostages as 
human shields. Stark finally worked out the truth. 
Stane’s perfect control of the armor on his first try, 
and the odd signal he kept detecting, betrayed the 
fact that the suit was being computer-controlled 
remotely from a nearby building. On destroying the 
link, Stane was rendered helpless, and coldly chose 
the easy way out rather than surrender. 

Duel of the titansDuel of the titans

“HE IS NOT DESTROYED.  “HE IS NOT DESTROYED.  
HE IS NOT VANQUISHED.  HE IS NOT VANQUISHED.  

HE IS NOT GROVELING IN HE IS NOT GROVELING IN 
THE GUTTER. HE IS HERE. THE GUTTER. HE IS HERE. 

HE IS DEMANDING A HE IS DEMANDING A 
CONFRONTATION!”CONFRONTATION!”

OBADIAH STANE,OBADIAH STANE,
IRON MANIRON MAN VOL. 1 #200 VOL. 1 #200

11
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THE SUPERHUMAN 
REGISTRATION ACT
HEROES IN CONFLICT

Even though in modern times many Super Heroes gave up their secret 
identities, others kept them, no matter what the cost. The clandestine 
nature of vigilante activities was considered by many to be outside the law, 
and the government was encouraged to take action... 

IIn a world politically divided 
and constantly threatened by 
global or cosmic crises, public 

opinion is ruled by a complex double 
standard. On the one hand, people 
thank Super Heroes for their 
efforts to control these threats 
— or the more mundane activity 
of various Super Villains — and 
on the other, they condemn 
their negative effects on 
society. It is easy to consider 
any person with superpowers 
as ‘armed and dangerous’ and from this kind of reasoning the 
MRA (Mutant Registration Act) was first created. As a natural 
extension, the Superhuman Registration Act came into being.

SRA: FIRST ATTEMPT
There have been quite a few Super Hero battles with disastrous 
consequences, such as the explosion of an antimatter bomb in 
New York, in a battle against the Latveria proxies (as related in 
Secret War #1-5), the attack by Hulk on Las Vegas when he was 
affected by a Hydra gamma bomb (Fantastic Four #533), or the 
accidents caused by mutants with out-of-control powers. The 
first attempt at control was the Commission on Superhuman 
Affairs directed by Valerie Cooper, who presented the problem 
as a new arms race. The idea was to recruit a government 
Super Hero force – Freedom Force first, X-Factor later. The 
Commission also attempted to bring different heroes to trial, 
notably Anthony Stark, Maria Hill and Timothy Dugan, for 
terrorism (Iron Man Vol. 4 #28).

SRA: SECOND ATTEMPT
The Super Heroes’ case reached the Senate, where initial 
legislation called the ‘Super-Powers Registration Act’ had 
been proposed. The testimony of the Fantastic Four – 

whose identities are public – was requested, but the sudden 
attack of some Super Villains put an end to the 

question. The team was accused, however, of 
orchestrating those attacks to give a timely 

indication of the value of their work.

Tony Stark used that same tactic 
when the hearings started on the now 
renamed Superhuman Registration Act 
(Amazing Spider-Man #530-531). Stark 

already foresaw that the Act might be 
approved, and intended to control 

its development (New Avengers: 
Illuminati #19). His plan was to gain 

time. “We buy a year here, a year 
there, and sooner or later these 

things die of their own weight,” 
before something disastrous 

happened. This strategy 
might have worked, but the 
Pro-registration side would 
soon get a new argument.

9

 IRON MAN’S OPINION
Tony Stark saw himself as the only 
representative who could defend the Pro-
registration posture with guarantees. “Many 
of us feel that isn’t fair... many of us cite our 
countless acts of heroism, our uncompromising 
dedication to the principles of justice and moral 
virtue...  But the very people we’ve pledged to 
serve no longer trust us.” (Iron Man Vol. 4 #13)

9 SPIDER-MAN’S OPINION
Spider-Man changes his initial stance against 
Registration, as he claimed in Washington: 
“The problem is that after Registration always 
comes regulation... Guys like to get involved 
in things sometimes because nobody else 
will... Because it’s not in the rule book, or it’s 
politically inconvenient, or it’s too weird or.... 
simply because nobody else cares.” (From 
Amazing Spider-Man #531)
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STEP-BY-STEP ASSEMBLY

With just a screwdriver, 
following the detailed 
instructions in the 
assembly guide, you 
can easily build Iron 
Man’s armor,  
including all the  
electrical components 
necessary for the  
lighting effects.

This issue’s parts make up Iron Man’s helmet, complete with interior lighting and switch.  
The only tool needed is the screwdriver included with this issue. 

PARTS SUPPLIED WITH ISSUE 01

1 -   Fit the visor base (1D) into the main body of the helmet 
(1C) at the front, as shown. It has two tabs that will fit 
in place with gentle pressure. 
 
The battery case can be seen at the top of the helmet. 
It is important that the battery cover (1F) fits in place 
properly, so test-fit part 1F before continuing with the 
assembly.

2 -  The LED assembly (1G) comprises the battery case, two LEDs for the visor 
and part of the switch. Place the assembly (1G) with the hole in the battery 
case facing outwards and fix in place with an EM screw.

3 -  Fix the LED support (1E) inside the helmet with two EM 
screws as shown. The LEDs should point towards the 
visor base.

2 -  Place the LEDs (1G) in the holes of the LED support 
(1E) as shown above. They fit from behind with a 
little gentle pressure.

1 -  Position the support post (1H) inside 
the body of the helmet (1C) and fix in 
place with two  EM screws.

STAGE     LED ASSEMBLY1

STAGE          FITTING THE LEDs2

MARK III ARMOR
THE HELMET

ASSEMBLY TIPS
• Take care to prevent the screws from getting 

mixed up. Use the compartments you receive 
with this issue to keep them separate.

• Use the magnetized screwdriver to keep the 
screws in a vertical position, preventing them 
from getting twisted as you fix them in place.

A CR 1025 battery is 
included in this delivery 
so you can complete 
the head lighting.

Collector’s item intended for display.
This Iron Man model is not a toy. 

STEP BY STEP - 1

1A Mask1A Mask

1L Switch1L Switch 1M Helmet baseplate1M Helmet baseplate

 AP   AP  
2X4 mm2X4 mm

 BP   BP  
1.7X4 mm1.7X4 mm

   EM   EM  
1.7X4 mm1.7X4 mm

   EP   EP  
1.4X4 mm1.4X4 mm

1N Helmet support1N Helmet support 1O Mask part B1O Mask part B

ScrewdriverScrewdriver

1G LED assembly1G LED assembly

1C Helmet1C Helmet

1H Support post1H Support post 1I Helmet base1I Helmet base1F Battery cover1F Battery cover 1J  Left earpiece1J  Left earpiece

1K Right  1K Right  
earpieceearpiece

1D Visor base1D Visor base 1E LED support1E LED support1B Visor1B Visor

NOTE: The appearance of the pieces shown here  
may differ slightly from those delivered with the issue.

1H1H

1C1C

1G1G
EMEM

1G1G

1E1E

1D1D

1E1E

EMEM

EMEM

LEDLED

LEDLED

SwitchSwitch

Battery  Battery  
casecase
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5 -  Fix the part of the switch from the LED 
assembly onto the baseplate 1M with a 
BP screw, as shown. When the earpiece is 
turned, it connects the switch and turns 
on the LEDs. 

2 -  Put a battery sideways in the socket, noting the orientation -/+. 
To make insertion easier, use a pair of tweezers to move the 
spring aside. Fix the battery cover (1F) in place with an EP screw.

1 -  Bring together the two parts assembled in Stages 2 and 3. The support post (1H) fits into the hole in the base of 1M. 
Check that the parts are properly aligned, then fix them together with three EM screws, as shown. 

4 -  Fix the visor (1B) into the 
mask (1A) with an EM 
screw. Then fix mask part 
B (1O) with an EM screw. 
Push the mask onto the 
helmet; it is held in place 
with a magnet.

 STAGE         HELMET BASE AND SWITCH3

4 -   Insert assembled parts 1K and 1L into the slot in 1   I, as 
shown, with the post on 1L towards the baseplate 1M.

3 -  Fit the switch (part 1L) into the right earpiece (1K).  
IL fits into a groove in 1K and the post must be at the 
top of the switch. Fix it carefully with a  BP screw.

1 -   Place the helmet support (1N) onto the baseplate (1M) 
and fix it with three AP screws. The support will 
connect the helmet to the neck and should be  
secured firmly.

2 -  Place the assembly (1M + 1N) onto the helmet base, 
part 1I. Fix the parts together with two EM screws.

3 -  Put the left earpiece (1J) in place, which 
fastens with a magnet.

Once the helmet of the MARK III armor 
has been completed, turn on the eyes by 
turning the right earpiece.

FINAL

STAGE         FITTING THE MASK4

THE HELMET STEP BY STEP - 1

1M1M

1N1N

1I1I

1M+1N1M+1N

BPBP 1M+1N1M+1N

1K+1L1K+1L

1K+1L1K+1L

EMEM

1F1F

EPEP

EMEM

1 O1 O

1J1J1K1K

1L1L

BPBP

EMEM

1B1B
1A1A

APAP

EMEM

1H1H

++--
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MODEL 1
THE BEGINNING OF IT ALLTHE ARM

OR

“A PERFECT, 
NEARLY INVINCIBLE, 

COMBINATION 
OF MAN AND 

MACHINERY THAT 
CAN BE TURNED 
AGAINST THOSE 

WHO ENSLAVE US!”
PROFESSOR YINSEN, 
IRON MAN VOL. 1 #1

Built in despair and with limited means, Iron Man’s first armor was 
the work of two geniuses, and its design and appearance were of 
secondary importance. Introduced in Tales of Suspense # 39,  
it would be replaced in the next issue.

AAt the beginning of his superhero career, Tony Stark had to use the 
chest plate of his iron armor as a life-saving device, keeping it 
charged at all times. When he wore the rest of his armor, however, 

it was time to be a hero!

SCIENCE FICTION?
The Model 1, or Mark I Iron Man armor was completely bulletproof, and 
the ‘miniaturized transistors’ invented by Tony Stark allowed him to 
control the dual powers of electricity and magnetism. They gave energy 

to his air-pressure jets – with which Iron Man could jump, but not fly 
– and they could overpower any magnet to attract and repel 

objects. The armor had a small saw hidden in the index 
finger, and suction cups that enabled Stark to cling to 

the ceiling. And yet, even in his first battle against 
the forces of the warlord Wong-Chu, it was Stark’s 

ingenuity that won the fight.

In that first model, some key elements were already in place. In Tales 
of Suspense #40, it was shown for the first time how Tony Stark 
changed between his civilian identity and his Super Hero alter ego 
– the secret of his briefcase. This essential piece of a businessman’s 
kit had an ‘X-ray proof’ compartment, in which Tony Stark kept the 
miniaturized pieces of his armor. Then he just needed to find a safe 
place away from outside eyes and put it on, as he explained, ‘in a 
matter of seconds’. Iron Man wore the original gray armor until, 
during a crisis at the zoo, he realized that his appearance terrified 
‘women and children as if I was a monster,’ and so he began his long 
list of improvements.

REMEMBERING THE PAST
Although the Model 1 armor had a very short active life, it can 
still be seen on many occasions. It usually appears in Tony Stark’s 
workshop, and also in flashback scenes about the origin of the 
superhero. These include the version in Iron Man Vol. 1, a reworking 
by Archie Goodwin and Gene Colan, and the spectacular version 
that Warren Ellis and Adi Granov offered in the ‘Extremis’ storyline 
in Iron Man Vol. 4 #1-6. Perhaps one of the most unexpected 
appearances was in Invincible Iron Man Vol. 2 #18, by Matt Fraction 
and Salvador Larroca, in which a regressive Stark faced the Iron 
Patriot piloted by Norman Osborne with his original armor. It was 
an uneven duel between the past and the future, resolved again 
thanks to cunning. Because the Model 1 is the essence of Iron Man... 
and the armor is nothing without its pilot.

9

FOLDING ARMOR
The first appearance of Tony Stark’s briefcase 
in Tales of Suspense # 40, which is logically 
followed by the first assembly sequence of the 
superhero’s armor.

9“I AM IRON MAN”
Tony Stark wore the Model 1 armor in Invincible 
Iron Man Vol. 2 #18.

9The action moves to Afghanistan
in a spectacular illustrated sequence
by Adi Granov.

11

11

« I AM IRON MAN »

PERFECT DETAIL IN GOLD 
AND RED PAINT

IIn the mid Eighties, the Iron Man collection began the countdown to 
issue 200. Perhaps because of this approaching milestone, writer 
Denny O’Neil offered a gripping and memorable story, bringing 

back a charismatic rival and offering a new beginning for 
his main character. Tony Stark, the original Iron Man, 

could not be missing from his own party, and so the 
plot sought to reunite man and armor as the best way 
to celebrate the anniversary.

At that time, Tony Stark had lost control 
of his company, Stark International, 

to Obadiah Stane – who had 
rebranded it Stane International. 
Stark had barely recovered 
from his personal difficulties 
and was reluctant to take back 
his golden armor from his good 
friend Jim Rhodes, so he joined a 

company called Circuits Maximus, 
a technical startup in Silicon Valley, 
with brother and sister Morley and 

Clytemnestra Erwin. 

“Life is a game,” Obadiah Stane declares coldly in Iron Man Vol. 1 
#198. In his appearances in the comic, this ruthless business 
tycoon never left any doubt that he only played to win.

“DON’T CALL ME  
IRON MAN,  

I’VE BEEN SAYING IT 
FOR MONTHS.”  

TONY STARK, 
IRON MAN VOL. 1 #200

COM
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SYMPHONY OF DESTRUCTION
For Obadiah Stane it was not enough to have beaten Stark: he wanted 
him destroyed. So he sent squads of masked goons to kidnap people 
including Stark’s secretary Mrs Arbogast and his ex-girlfriend Bethany 
Cabe, then Stane’s resident mad scientist Dr Theron Atlanta manipulated 
the feelings and loyalties of these hostages. Stane’s cruel strategy was 
to play with Stark’s friends’ lives, until he fell again into the spiral of self-
destruction he had just escaped. At Circuits Maximus, they soon realized 
that Stane must be behind the kidnappings, but their first attempts to 
derail his plans came to nothing. (Jim Rhodes, wearing the Iron Man 
suit, is shown on the cover of #199 crashing through the cockpit of the 
helicopter where Happy Hogan was a prisoner.) 

Despite having guessed Stane’s objective, Tony could not rescue Timothy 
Anders – the orphaned son of a woman who died in his arms during 
a snow storm in New York at the time when he hit bottom – despite 
having travelling as fast as he could to help.

9FACE TO FACE
The double pages of Iron Man Vol. 1  
#200 show the two rivals as knights 
preparing for a joust.

9

 Iron Man cover detail Vol. 1 #199.

unmasked 
The last game of Obadiah Stane
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LED LIGHTS IN CHEST 
REACTOR, GLOVES,  
BOOTS AND HELMET

GREAT RANGE  
OF MOVEMENT

52 INDIVIDUAL 
JOINTS

METAL AND INJECTION-
MOLDED PLASTIC PARTS 

ALL PIECES HAVE BEEN 
DESIGNED, SCULPTED 
AND PAINTED TO THE 
FINEST DETAIL

BATTERIES INCLUDED

JOINTED 
MODELIncredibly detailed, 

fully jointed and 
complete with 

SPECTACULAR 
LIGHT EFFECTS,  

this SUPERB
 LARGE-SCALE 

reproduction of the 
MARK III ARMOR
is available as an 

exclusive edition. It’s 
an offer no Marvel 

fan can resist!

EXCLUSIVE

MARK III Model

24 IN
CH

ES

ARMOR PLATES 
LIFT TO REVEAL 
DETAILS INSIDE 

AERODYNAMIC 
FLAPS OPEN ON 
LEGS AND BACK

(1) Iron Man Mark III 
model (24 inches high) 
stands on this special 

base with light effects, 
exclusively designed  

for the collection. 
 It will be delivered to you 
throughout the collection, 

supplied in 15 parts. 

Iron M
an illustrations shown are of the m

odel prototype, 
not im

ages from
 the m

ovie.

(1)

Collector’s item intended for display. This Iron Man model is not a toy. 

Base supplied separately to the model.

RECEIVE THIS INCREDIBLE LIGHT-UP BASE FOR YOUR RECEIVE THIS INCREDIBLE LIGHT-UP BASE FOR YOUR 
IRON MAN MARK III ARMOR AS A SPECIAL GIFT.  IRON MAN MARK III ARMOR AS A SPECIAL GIFT.    

Display your Iron Man 
Mark III on this special 
large-size illuminated 
base. Made in metal, it 
is inspired by designs 
from the movies, 
with stunning lighting 
effects. The base is a 
perfect complement to 
your amazing model. 

It will be delivered to you 
throughout the collection, 
supplied in 15 parts.

THE BASE FOR  
YOUR INCREDIBLE 
IRON MAN!

Diameter: 20 inches approx 
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Exclusive

Receive all the pieces 
you need to assemble 

this base for Iron Man’s 
Mark III armor

Collector’s item intended  
for display. This Iron Man 
model is not a toy.  
Iron Man illustrations  
shown are of the model 
prototype, not images  
from the movie.

LIGHT-UP BASE

22NDND GIFT GIFT
• IRON MAN CAP• IRON MAN CAP
Be part of team Iron Man  Be part of team Iron Man  
with this fantastic cap,  with this fantastic cap,  
featuring the iconic Iron Man  featuring the iconic Iron Man  
and Marvel logos. and Marvel logos. 

One size fits all, adjustable.One size fits all, adjustable.

YOU WILL RECEIVE THESE SPECTACULAR GIFTS YOU WILL RECEIVE THESE SPECTACULAR GIFTS   
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